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ABSTRACT
OPTIMIZATION OF THE FRONT CONTACT TO MINIMIZE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT LOSSES IN
CDTE THIN-FILM SOLAR CELLS
With a growing population and rising standard of living, the world is in need of clean sources
of energy at low cost in order to meet both economic and environmental needs. Solar energy is an
abundant resource which is fundamentally adequate to meet all human energy needs. Photovoltaics
are an attractive way to safely convert this energy to electricity with little to no noise, moving parts,
water, or arable land. Currently, thin-film photovoltaic modules based on cadmium telluride are
a low-cost solution with multiple GW/year commercial production, but have lower conversion
efficiency than the dominant technology, crystalline silicon. Increasing the conversion efficiency
of these panels through optimization of the electronic and optical structure of the cell can further
lower the cost of these modules.
The front contact of the CdTe thin-film solar cell is critical to device efficiency for three impor-
tant reasons: it must transmit light to the CdTe absorber to be collected, it must form a reasonably
passive interface and serve as a growth template for the CdTe, and it must allow electrons to be
extracted from the CdTe. The current standard window layer material, cadmium sulfide, has a low
bandgap of 2.4 eV which can block over 20% of available light from being converted to mobile
charge carriers. Reducing the thickness of this layer or replacing it with a higher-bandgap material
can provide a commensurate increase in device efficiency.
When the CdS window is made thinner, a degradation in electronic quality of the device is
observed with a reduction in open-circuit voltage and fill factor. One commonly used method
to enable a thinner optimum CdS thickness is a high-resistance transparent (HRT) layer between
the transparent conducting oxide electrode and window layer. The function of this layer has not
ii
been fully explained in the literature, and existing hypotheses center on the existence of pinholes
in the window layer which are not consistent with observed results. In this work numerous HRT
layers were examined beginning with an empirical optimization to create a SnO2-based HRT which
allows significantly reduced CdS thickness while maintaining diode quality. The role of this layer
was explored through measurement of band alignment parameters via photoemission. These results
suggest a negative correlation of work function to device open-circuit voltage, which implies that
non-ideal band alignment at the front interface of CdTe is in large part responsible for the loss
of electronic quality. Several scenarios explored through 1-dimensional modeling in the SCAPS
program corroborate this theory.
A sputter-deposited (Mg,Zn)O layer was tested which allows for complete elimination of the
CdS window layer with an increase in open-circuit voltage and near complete transmission of
all above-bandgap light. An additional window layer material–sputtered, oxygenated CdS–was
explored for its transparency. This material was found only to produce high efficiency devices
with an effective buffer layer such as the optimized SnO2-base HRT. The dependence of chem-
ical, optical, electrical, and device properties on oxygen content was explored, and the stability
of these devices was determined to depend largely on the minimization of copper in the device.
Both sputter-deposited alloy window layers appeared to have tunable electron affinity which was
critical to optimizing band alignment and therefore device efficiency. Several scenarios explored
through 1-dimensional modeling in the SCAPS program corroborate this theory. Both window
layers allowed an AM1.5G efficiency increase from a baseline of approximately 13% to 16%.
iii
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1.1. SOLAR ENERGY OVERVIEW
1.1.1. THE NEED FOR CLEAN ENERGY. With a growing global awareness of the environmen-
tal problems associated with climate change, a growing population, and rapidly rising standards
of living in many countries, the need for clean energy sources that can meet rising demand with-
out extreme environmental degradation has become more urgent. The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) has declared it unequivocal that global temperature has warmed since
the mid-20th century. It is “extremely likely” that human causes are the dominant drivers of this
change, notably the emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases [1]. Figure 1.1 shows
both the increase in global tropospheric temperature and the increasing concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere. Risks from continued climate change include loss of land to sea level
change, ocean acidification, reduced crop productivity, changes in fresh water supply, and extreme
weather events such as flooding [2]. To keep the CO2 concentration below 530 ppm, which will
likely keep warming below the 2°C considered necessary to prevent major consequences, scenarios
require getting approximately 50% of primary energy from low-carbon sources by 2050, and 90%
by 2100 [3].
1.1.2. THE POTENTIAL OF SOLAR POWER. Solar energy is an extremely abundant, sustain-
able, safe, and well-distributed energy source. The amount of solar energy that reaches earth in one
hour is roughly the same as what humanity uses in one year [4]. This energy can be harvested near
ambient temperature with no moving parts or emissions using photovoltaics, which convert sun-
light directly into electrical power. Every part of the world receives a significant amount of solar
energy, with a place such as the U.S. state of Washington receiving over 60% that of New Mexico
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FIGURE 1.1. a) Global temperature since 1850. b) The carbon dioxide concentra-
tion in the atmosphere has risen steadily due to human activity. Reproduced from
Stocker et al. [1].
per unit land area [4]. This distribution of energy is much more equitable than most sources of
fossil energy. Water scarcity is a major development issue in many places, and the requirements
for photovoltaics are minimal and much less than traditional and other low-carbon and renewable
technologies [5]. Many of the best places to collect solar energy are desert lands which cannot be
used for agriculture or on the rooftops of buildings, so the tradeoff between human energy and food
requirements could be minimized. About 0.6% of U.S. land area covered with photovoltaics could
meet all national electricity demand [6]. In short, there is no fundamental reason why humanity
could not get nearly all its energy from sunlight.
One issue that makes high penetration of the electric grid by solar power more complicated is
intermittency. Solar power obviously can only be collected when the sun is above the horizon; this
follows a predictable daily pattern. Furthermore, there are seasonal variations with a minimum
of energy collected in the winter and a maximum during the summer. Fixed photovoltaics are
typically mounted facing south, with the tilt of the panels equal to the latitude of the location.
There can also be 1-dimensional tracking systems, which move the panels from east-facing to
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west facing during the day, and 2-d tracking systems which point the panels directly at the sun
[7]. By following the sun across the sky, these tracking systems allow a more level collection of
solar energy throughout the day rather than a pronounced peak at solar noon. Also, when skies
are cloudy the amount of power which can be collected is reduced. Despite this intermittency,
reaching 10-20% of electricity from photovoltaics without major changes to the grid and 50% with
storage and other grid improvements is feasible [8].
1.1.3. PHOTOVOLTAICS: COST AND MARKET. Solar energy has grown rapidly in the last ten
years from a niche technology to a major industry that accounts for a significant fraction of global
energy installations; the global installed peak capacity of solar panels was 138 GW at the end of
2013 [9]. The price of solar power has fallen dramatically due to increasing scale of production and
improvements in technology. The economic attractiveness of solar power depends on the price of
electricity and the amount of solar radiation received per year; this relationship is shown in Figure
1.2. In many areas the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of photovoltaics is lower than the price of
electricity, such as northern Europe where electricity is expensive or California which receives a
large amount of sun per year. As the LCOE curve in the figure continues to drop with time, more
of the world will find photovoltaics economically attractive.
Cadmium telluride thin-film solar cells are an inherently low-cost technology. The lowest cost
reported of manufacturing CdTe modules was $0.53/W in 2013 [11]. Many costs associated with
photovoltaic modules and power plants scale with panel area and not power output, such as module
raw material costs, land, substructure, maintenance, and installation cost. For module technologies
like CdTe that are less efficient than crystalline silicon, substructures to mount the panels account
for up to 40% of balance-of-system costs [12]. Currently, one of the biggest drivers to further
reduce module and installed system cost is to increase the power output per panel produced, i.e. the
conversion efficiency [13, 14]. Based on these realities, research which focuses on improving the
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FIGURE 1.2. In areas with more sun or high electricity prices, solar is already
competitive, and the decreasing levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is increasing the
number of competitive regions. Reproduced from Bazilian et al. [10].
efficiency of existing low-cost photovoltaic technologies has the potential to continue the dramatic
cost decline of photovoltaics well below that of fossil fuels.
1.2. SOLAR CELL BASICS
1.2.1. SEMICONDUCTORS. Crystalline materials have electronic energy bands (electron states
that are closely spaced in energy and momentum) due to their repeating lattice structure. The Fermi
level is the level of energy at which states have a 50% probability of being filled with an electron;
there is not necessarily a nonzero density of states at this position. If the Fermi level is in an energy
band, electrons can easily move in the material between electronic states and the material is called
a metal. If the Fermi level is positioned in energy in a gap where there are no energy bands, the
material is called an insulator, or a semiconductor if the gap is smaller than approximately 3 eV.
Since the states in the conduction band of a semiconductor are mostly empty, charge carriers in





























































FIGURE 1.3. a) Electrons can occupy bands of energy states which are lower than
the energy of an electron in free space (vacuum level). b) The separation between
the highest ocupied or valence, and lowermost unoccupied, or conduction, band is
the bandgap.
can be considered a positively charged pseudo-particle called a hole. In thermodynamic equilib-
rium, the relative concentration of electrons and holes in a material is dictated by the Fermi level.
The energetic distance from a state above or below the Fermi level along with the temperature of
the material determines its probability of occupation; if this distance is much more than the ther-
mal energy kT , the Boltzmann distribution can approximate the tail of the Fermi distribution. The
relationship between Fermi level and carrier concentration is given by Equation 1 for an effective
density of states NC and NV for the conduction and valence bands [15]. For an intrinsic semi-
conductor the Fermi level will be near the middle of the bandgap. Impurities, or dopants, can be
added to the material to move the Fermi level by introducing localized states with energy levels in
the bandgap. A donor state is occupied with an electron when neutral, and, when a donor state is
added within a few kT of the conduction band, it can easily ionize at room temperature and add an
electron to the band. An acceptor state is unoccupied when neutral and when added within a few
kT of the valence band can easily accept an electron, creating a mobile, positively charged hole.
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Shallow donors and acceptors (close to the conduction and valence bands, respectively) have the
effect of moving the Fermi level up or down in the bandgap.











The bandgap determines the optical absorption properties of the material since only photons
with energy greater than the bandgap can excite electrons from the valence band maximum (VBM)
to the conduction band minimum (CBM). In a direct bandgap material such as CdTe, the CBM
and VBM occur at the same wavenumber value of k = 0 (where h̄k is momentum), whereas for an
indirect bandgap a source of momentum transfer is required for the transition to occur. Photons
have effectively no momentum, so a phonon is required. Practically, this means that the absorption
coefficient just above the bandgap energy is typically much higher for direct bandgap materials,
and therefore the thickness of absorber material needed to absorb almost all the light is thinner
compared to indirect bandgap materials.
1.2.2. THE PN JUNCTION DIODE. When acceptor- and donor-doped materials are placed to-
gether into a pn junction, a depletion or space-charge region (SCR) is created. Since the Fermi
level must be flat throughout the device in equilibrium (i.e., the device is at constant temperature
with no light absorption or voltage bias), electrons diffuse from the n-type material and fill the
holes on the p-type side. This results in oppositely charged regions that create an electric dipole.
Due to concentration gradients, there is a current of electrons from the n- to the p-type layer and
holes the opposite direction. With no bias (equilibrium) this is equal to the recombination of holes
and electrons and there is no net current flowing through the junction. In reverse bias the recom-
bination tends to zero and the current asymptotically approaches the saturation current density J0.
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In forward bias the barrier is lowered and current increases exponentially with increasing forward
bias. This behavior is given by Equation 2, referred to as the diode equation. The pn junction
model is appropriate for many types of solar cell such as silicon in which the diode is formed
within a single material and the SCR is much thinner than the absorber, but it also provides a good
basis of undestanding for thin-film solar cells. The regions outside of the SCR with flat bands are
called the quasi-neutral region (QNR) and in the absence of an electric field, transport in these
regions occurs by diffusion.









1.2.3. PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY CONVERSION. Improving solar cell performance requires
understanding the loss mechanisms and separating fundamental efficiency limitations from prac-
tical non-idealities. The material quality of the solar cell absorber is critical, since the excited
electron-hole pairs must be collected before the electron falls back into an empty valence band
state, a process called recombination. Recombination can be band-to-band directly, which would
occur even in a perfect material, in which case a photon is re-emitted and the recombination is
called radiative. In Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination, energy states created by defects
in the middle of the bandgap capture and emit holes and electrons; because the energy steps are
smaller and phonon-mediated, recombination can occur at a much higher rate than band-to-band
and therefore SRH recombination is called non-radiative. The more defects in a material near the
center of the bandgap, and the higher the capture cross-section, the shorter the time electron-hole
pairs can survive. Recombination increases the forward current of the diode (J0), which leads to
reduced efficiency in the device; details of efficiency parameters are discussed later. Other sources
of electronic loss include parasitic resistances, which could be a series or shunt resistance in the
electrode or films.
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A photovoltaic device converts light into direct-current electrical energy. For most photovoltaic
technologies the light absorber is a semiconductor; mobile charge carriers are photogenerated when
a photon excites an electron in the valence band into the conduction band, creating a hole and an
electron. When photo-generated carriers are created, they are ideally collected at their respective
contacts; because they are separated from within the absorber rather than injected, this is consid-
ered a reverse current. A solar cell’s behavior is characterized by the current that passes through
the cell at each voltage, known as the current-density/voltage or J-V curve. In the dark, the solar
cell exhibits diode behavior with an exponential dependence of current on voltage. When the cell
is illuminated there is still an exponential increase in forward current with applied voltage, but
there is also a reverse current JL due to collection of photo-generated carriers. The rate of photo-
generation depends on the intensity and spectral composition of the incoming light. If non-ideal
series and shunt resistances and an ideality factor A greater than 1 are considered, the resulting J-V
curve of the cell is described mathematically by Equation 3.












The point at which these currents sum to zero is the open-circuit voltage (VOC); the current
density at V = 0 is the short-circuit current density (JSC) and approximates JL for devices of rea-
sonable quality. The power produced by a cell at any voltage bias is the product of current and
voltage. The maximum power point can be used to determine both the conversion efficiency of the
cell defined in Equation 4 as well as the fill factor which is a measure of “squareness” of the curve.





VOC · JSC ·FF
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FIGURE 1.4. a) A diode turns on exponentially in the dark, and produces negative
photocurrent in the light. b) The maximum power point is used to determine the fill
factor and efficiency.
1.2.4. LIMITS TO EFFICIENCY. The amount of current producible by a cell is limited by (1)
the bandgap of the semiconductor since only above-bandgap light is absorbed and typically only
one electron-hole pair per photon can be created, and (2) the amount of light available from the
defined spectrum. Several spectra are typically used; one approximates the light available to satel-
lites in space. This is the light which travels from the sun through the vacuum of space to earth
above the atmosphere and closely resembles a blackbody curve. The spectra which approximate
light on earth are called AM1.5 which refers to the amount of atmosphere or “air mass” through









































































CdTe EG = 1.47 eV
FIGURE 1.5. Various standard spectra show different spectral irradiance (top); the
AM1.5 global spectrum is most relevant to photovoltaics. This can be converted
to a potential amount of current generated in a solar cell (bottom) if the quantum
efficiency reaches unity by integrating the spectral flux. The CdTe bandgap of 1.47
eV is shown as a red line for reference.
vapor, oxygen, etc. For concentrating devices only collimated light directly from the sun can be
collected (AM1.5 Direct), but for standard PV diffuse light can also be collected; therefore, AM1.5
Global is the spectrum used for characterizing non-concentrating photovoltaics. Figure 1.5 shows
the spectral irradiance, and the corresponding current that could be generated from light at a given
wavelength.
An estimate of the maximum theoretical efficiency of a solar cell is given by the Shockley-
Queisser limit. Assuming all available light is collected gives the maximum current density. The
ideal forward current of the cell assumes that only radiative recombination occurs and hence the
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ideality factor is 1. This can be used to calculate the open-circuit voltage and fill factor. The
amount of energy that can be extracted from each charge carrier is limited by the bandgap, and
electrons excited by high-energy photons above the CBM quickly fall back to the CBM in a
phonon-mediated process called thermalization. For a single junction, the energy bandgap has
a broad optimum range between about 1 and 1.5 eV [16]. A higher bandgap would fail to absorb
lower-energy photons, leading to reduced conversion efficiency [17]. Common semiconductors
chosen for photovoltaics include crystalline or amorphous silicon; III-V materials such as GaAs
or InP; and thin-film polycrystalline materials such as Cu(In,Ga)Se2 and CdTe; all these materials
have a bandgap between 1 and 1.5 eV. The theoretical maximum efficiency for a single junction
using the AM1.5G spectrum is 31.0% for an optimum bandgap of 1.3 eV [18].
1.3. THIN-FILM HETEROSTRUCTURE SOLAR CELLS
For polycrystalline thin-film solar cells, it is often desirable to build the electronic structure
using multiple layers of different materials, called a heterostructure. A heterostructure can take
advantage of the natural tendency of some materials to be p- or n-type as deposited. In CdTe so-
lar cells, the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) and CdS are naturally n-type, while the CdTe
is naturally p-type as processed. Intentionally doping these materials can be difficult due to the
high degree of compensated defects in the material and high mobility of some dopant atoms [19].
Materials of different bandgap can be used to control where the light is absorbed in the cell, and
electronic properties of semiconductor interfaces can be used to collect holes or electrons selec-
tively at different contacts. Figure 1.6 shows the general structure and principle of operation of a
CdTe thin-film solar cell using a band diagram.
1.3.1. INTERFACIAL BAND ALIGNMENT. The use of heterostructures can also aid in the proper
band alignment of the front and back contact of the cells. When two semiconductors are placed in
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FIGURE 1.6. a) The physical structure of a baseline cell in this work consists of
a series of thin films deposited on glass. b) A basic band diagram of a CdTe thin-
film solar cell showing that light should be transmitted to the absorber, and charge
carriers should be transported out.
contact with one another, their alignment is determined by considering their electron affinity (χ),
defined as the energy required to move an electron from the CBM to the vacuum. The vacuum
level must be continuous at the interface, and charge transfer may occur between the materials
such that the Fermi level is flat in thermodynamic equilibrium. There may also be a net charge
at the interface due to interface defects which cause band bending. For a metal, the work func-
tion is the important parameter to consider, and refers to the distance between vacuum and Fermi
levels; these are shown graphically in Figure 1.3. The more ionic the semiconductor, the lower
the influence of surface states; both CdS and CdTe are significantly affected by them, but are less
sensitive than materials such as silicon and GaAs [20]. Like interfaces between different materials,
grain boundaries within a polycrystalline material can have defects which may have net charge and
cause interface recombination. Reasonably passive grain boundaries are considered a prerequisite
to produce high-efficiency solar cells from polycrystalline materials.
1.3.2. DESIGN OF THE FRONT CONTACT. The most obvious requirement for the front contact
is that there must be a way to transport the charge carriers and use them in an external circuit. A
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TCO accomplishes this while still allowing most light through to the absorber. A TCO is a high-
bandgap oxide semiconductor that is heavily doped and can be almost as conductive as a metal.
As the doping is increased, the mobile charge carrier density increases, causing lower resistivity
and higher free-carrier light absorption. The conductivity of the semiconductor is proportional to
the product of carrier concentration and mobility, but absorption depends primarily on the carrier
concentration. Therefore, optimizing mobility provides a more transparent material for a given
conductivity.
Most photogenerated carriers are generated near the front of the device, and as a result the
front contact must have minimal interface recombination, and still be optimized to collect electrons
ohmically from the conduction band. Put another way, the front contact must preferentially collect
electrons while allowing the holes to be transported to the back contact of the device. An n-type
semiconductor at the front of the CdTe will create a built-in potential and a depletion layer; if the
n-type layer is much more highly doped the depletion layer will be much thicker in the CdTe. This
is called a one-sided abrupt junction and creates an electric field in the space-charge region of the
CdTe that aids charge collection.
If the conduction band of the window is lower than the absorber, the energy offset between the
window conduction band and absorber valence band will be reduced, causing a reduction in VOC
and fill factor by encouraging interface recombination. A similar situation can occur if the window
is degenerately doped. The Fermi level of the degenerately doped material can be level with the
absorber conduction band, but typically accumulation in the semiconductor will not occur [15]
because the Fermi level is pinned at the conduction band of the absorber. Since the Fermi level
is above the conduction band minimum of the highly doped layer, the window CBM will now be
below the absorber CBM. In the other case, if the conduction band of the window layer is above




























FIGURE 1.7. a) A negative conduction band offset (CBO) creates a reduced pri-
mary barrier height which promotes interface recombination through defects. b) A
flat to slightly positive CBO will maximize the barrier height and allow collection
of electrons. c) A large positive CBO will present a secondary barrier to electron
flow. Adapted from [21].
order to be collected. This is referred to as a “spike.” If small, this is not a problem, but if too
high, a barrier to current flow or “kink” will form. These situations are shown in Figure 1.7. The
approximate maximum height is calculated by setting the saturation current of a Schottky barrier to
the photocurrent and is approximately 0.3 eV for typical materials. Therefore, the ideal electronic
material for a window layer is non-degenerately doped, and has a flat or small conduction band
spike. Optically, the window layer should absorb as little light as possible, which means that a
higher-bandgap material and a thinner layer is desired.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVICE PROCESSING AND MEASUREMENT METHODS
2.1. THIN-FILM DEPOSITION
2.1.1. CHOOSING A SUBSTRATE. CdTe solar cells are typically built in the superstrate con-
figuration, meaning a transparent structural material such as glass or plastic is coated with a trans-
parent conducting oxide, and the semiconductor structure is grown on this template. For laboratory
cells, aluminosilicate glasses are often used due to their transparency and ability to withstand high
temperature processing. Soda-lime glass is used exclusively in commercial modules due to its
low cost. It is sufficiently strong to withstand outdoor conditions, and can withstand the moderate
processing temperatures used here due to its strain point of 511°C [22]. Relative to aluminosil-
icate glass, soda-lime glass has a lower strain point and higher coefficient of thermal expansion.
Sodium diffusion can be a problem with this type of glass, with a significant amount found in com-
mercial TCO [23]. Iron content can cause absorption in the visible spectrum [24]. Nevertheless,
TCO-coated glass with low iron content, a sodium diffusion barrier layer, and high transparency is
commercially available.
A variety of transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layers can be deposited on the substrate.
Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) is the standard TCO for commercial CdTe modules. FTO has the
advantages that it can be deposited by atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD)
or spray pyrolysis directly on a glass float line, while the glass is still hot from production, which
is a very high-rate and low-cost method. FTO is very stable to moisture and high-temperature pro-
cessing, and it uses no rare or expensive elements. SnO2 can survive high-temperature processing
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including the CdCl2 treatment without intermixing with the other layers [25]. This work predom-
inately uses soda-lime glass with APCVD FTO as the TCO material, except when specifically
noted.
2.1.2. THE FRONT CONTACT. The front contact consists of one or more layers which are
designed to collect photogenerated electrons from the front of the CdTe absorber. As previously
mentioned, this region is critical for power conversion because excess carrier generation occurs in
a profile exponentially decreasing from this interface.
Various types of high-resistance transparent (HRT) oxide layers can be used; this layer is de-
posited on the TCO either in-line at the glass float, in a laboratory CVD coating apparatus, or by
sputter deposition. The HRT layer is an oxide which is much more resistive than the TCO and is
discussed in detail in Chapter 3; empirically the HRT has proven to allow thinner CdS and higher
current. A CdS window layer is nearly ubiquitous in reported high-efficiency cells. The window
layer can be deposited in a number of ways. Chemical bath deposition (CBD) is common for
laboratory cells; this method produces a film that has very small grains and contains oxygen [26].
Sputter deposition and sublimation can also be used to deposit CdS. Baseline cells produced in
this work use sublimated CdS. Sputter-deposited, oxygenated CdS films are examined in depth in
Chapter 4.
2.1.3. CDTE THIN-FILM SOLAR CELL PROCESSING. The CdTe absorber is typically p-type
because it is preferable for the lower-mobility holes to be the majority carriers; the minority-carrier
electrons must be collected from the device quickly. Though controlling the carrier concentration
is difficult in polycrystalline CdTe, sublimated films are naturally p-type at a hole concentration
very commonly near 1014 cm−3. Numerous methods have been used to successfully deposit CdTe
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films of reasonable efficiency, including close-space sublimation, vapor transport deposition, and
radio-frequency magnetron sputter deposition.
The CdCl2 treatment typically consists of annealing the layers in the presence of a solid layer of
CdCl2 or CdCl2 vapor in the range of 400°C for at least several minutes. This treatment is critical
to making high-efficiency devices and is thought to passivate the device [27], with evidence that
chlorine concentrates at grain boundaries [28]. Finally, creating an ohmic contact at the back of the
device is non-trivial and typically copper or a copper containing compound is used to dope near
the back interface of CdTe; this step is the most likely to adversely affect long-term device stability
[29] and the dose is carefully minimized.
2.1.4. BASELINE DEVICE PROCESSING. 1 The majority of the processing for this work was
performed in the Colorado State University Advanced Research Deposition System (ARDS). The
system is capable of performing all semiconductor operations for a CdS/CdTe solar cell, including
substrate pre-heating, CdS deposition, CdTe deposition, CdCl2 treatment, and Cu back contact
formation via sublimation of CuCl vapor. In this system, an automated magnetic transfer arm
moves the substrate into any of nine process positions in any programmed sequence. Each process
position consists of a graphite top heater and a bottom graphite heater or shuttered sublimation
source, each with an integrated resistive heater [31]. The TCO-coated glass is introduced with
the TCO facing down. The purpose of the top heater is to control the substrate temperature by
radiatively heating or cooling the high-emissivity, uncoated top of the glass. The bottom heater
also contributes to substrate temperature control, but can be filled with sublimation material. The
sublimation rate of the material in the graphite pocket is set by the temperature of this source and,
given a standard cycle time of deposition, determines the thickness of the layer deposited on the
glass substrate.
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FIGURE 2.1. The Advanced Research Deposition System (ARDS) has a transfer
arm which allows automated movement of a substrate between nine process stations
in any sequence. A top view schematic shows the movement of the sample via the
transfer arm.
For a baseline sample, TCO-coated glass is heated to approximately 450°C (as measured by
an in-situ pyrometer), then CdS and CdTe layers are sublimated in sequence using a 2-minute
cycle time, with the source bottom temperatures determining layer thickness and the top heater
temperatures maintaining proper substrate temperature (480-500°C). Standard thickness values
are 120-130 nm for CdS and 2.5 µm for CdTe. The device is placed in the CdCl2 position where it
is exposed to CdCl2 vapor; near the end of this three-minute step deposition of a thin CdCl2 layer
occurs as the substrate cools below the source temperature of 435°C. The substrate is then left to
anneal in a 400°C annealing position for another three minutes. The sample is then allowed to cool
radiatively to below 150°C in a room-temperature position before removal from the ARDS and
exposure to air.
At this stage the CdCl2 is rinsed off with deionized water and blown dry with UHP N2 gas.
The sample is re-introduced to the ARDS, heated to 175°C, and exposed to copper (I) chloride
vapor for 2 minutes. The temperature of the CuCl source determines the total copper dose. A
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temperature of 170°C produces a low dose which does not eliminate roll-over (a reduction in fill
factor from a non-ohmic back contact), and a temperature of 210°C produces an ohmic back-
contact but poor stability. A temperature of 190°C is considered standard and balances initial
efficiency with stability. The substrate is annealed at 200°C for 4 minutes and cooled in vacuum.
The sample is again rinsed and blown dry. All ARDS steps are carried out in 2% O2/98% N2 at a
pressure of 40 mTorr.
The back of the Cu-doped CdTe absorber is contacted with a carbon-filled acrylic paint (Henkel
Electrodag 109) followed by a nickel-filled acrylic paint (Henkel Electrodag 440 AS) which has a
much lower sheet resistance. Cells are delineated by clamping a cylindrical mask over the painted
surface and removing the exposed paint and semiconductor layers with melamine blasting media
to expose the TCO/HRT layers. Indium is soldered onto the transparent layers in a ring around
the cell for a front electrode. Nine devices with diameter of approximately 1 cm are delineated on
each 8-by-9 cm substrate. The appearance of these devices are shown in Figure 2.2.
2.1.5. SPUTTER DEPOSITION SYSTEM. Sputter deposition of window layers is performed in
a separate vacuum system from the ARDS, the components of which are shown in Figure 2.3.
Sputter deposition is the process of depositing a film on a substrate from mass of material called a
target using a plasma. In a plasma, electrons are separated from atoms creating positively charged
ions which impact the target due to a voltage bias. Magnets are typically used to confine the plasma
over the target, greatly increasing the deposition rate for a given amount of power. Targets in this
work are flat disks but can also be rectangular or cylindrical. A DC bias can be used to ignite
the plasma and create the bias which leads to bombardment of the target; for insulating materials
this can cause arcing since charge can accumulate at the target surface. An alternative is to use a
radio-frequency power source, which excites a plasma, and also creates a bias on the target due
to the difference in diffusivity of electrons and ions based on their drastically different masses.
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FIGURE 2.2. Nine devices are made on each substrate. The indium solder and
painted back electrode can be seen in the inset.
Noble gases are the primary gases used for sputtering, since they do not react with materials being
deposited, but reactive gases can be added to affect the chemical composition of the deposited film.
The pressure of the gas is an important variable. At very low pressures, below 0.1 to 1 mTorr, it
may be difficult to keep a plasma ignited, and as pressure is increased the number of ions getting
directly to the substrate are reduced, and reduced diffusion and thermalization of sputtered atoms
may cause slower deposition [32].
The system used in this work is pumped via a diffusion pump and can reach a base pressure
below 2·10−6 Torr. A 4-inch diameter planar cathode sits in the center of a cylindrical chamber
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which has a door for sample exchange; this was recently updated to a full load lock system ca-
pable of sample exchange with plasma ignited. The cathode is powered by an Advanced Energy
CESAR RF generator connected to a match network using a frequency of 13.56 MHz. The sput-
ter deposition system is capable of substrate heating to 450°C, but all sputter-deposited window
layers discussed herein were deposited on room-temperature substrates. The primary gas is argon,
controlled by a 100 sccm mass-flow controller (MFC), but a second 1.5-sccm MFC is calibrated to
oxygen and the relative flow rate of the gases, along with the chamber pressure, can be controlled
as desired using a LabVIEW program. A 10-sccm oxygen MFC is also installed for experiments in
which higher partial pressures of O2 are needed. Typical flow during deposition is approximately
20 sccm and base pressure before deposition is below 10−5 Torr. Standard conditions for sputter
deposition of oxygenated CdS in this system using a CdS target (Kurt J. Lesker) are a substrate-
target distance of 9 cm, pressure of 15 mTorr, and real RF power of 60 W. (Mg,Zn)O films are
deposited from targets of mixed MgO and ZnO powder (Plasmaterials) at a distance of 15 cm and
a pressure of 5 mTorr, with real power of 180 W.
2.2. DEVICE MEASUREMENTS
A measurement system was built based on an ABET Technologies 10500 solar simulator with
xenon arc lamp, AM1.5 filter, and uniform illumination accessory (Figure 2.4a) to measure solar
cell J-V curves efficiently and accurately. A Keithley 2402 SourceMeter in 4-wire configuration
measures current and voltage from the cell. The default measurement configuration is from -0.8 to
1.2 V in 25 mV increments, although any arbitrary set of voltages can be enabled in the settings,
along with a limiting current to prevent damage to the cells. A webcam along with an object
identification algorithm measures the area of a backlit cell to provide accurate values of current
density. This system is capable of measuring each cell in approximately 30 seconds, which allows
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FIGURE 2.3. The RF sputter deposition system with a) RF Generator, b) computer
control of pressure and gas composition, c) controls for pumping system, d) up to
3 independent temperature measurements with PID substrate temperature control,
e) load lock with magnetic transfer arm, f) stainless steel vacuum chamber, g) inde-
pendently controlled MFC’s for argon and oxygen, and h) an RF match network.
for statistical analysis of large numbers of solar cells. Results are output in plain text, which allows
for efficient visual and mathematical analysis of the results using an integrated LabVIEW program,
or data analysis in spreadsheet form or a programming language such as R. Several thousand cells
were measured on this system for this work.
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FIGURE 2.4. a) The characterization system consists of computer control, a solar
simulator and sourcemeter. b) A LabVIEW program controls measurement param-
eters and records the data.
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CHAPTER 3
HIGH-RESISTANCE TRANSPARENT (HRT) LAYERS1
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Cadmium telluride thin-film solar cells have recently seen a rapid increase in record cell effi-
ciency up to 21.5% [33]. Part of this increase is due to the high optical collection of this technology
[34]. Typically CdTe thin-film solar cells are grown in the superstrate configuration, starting with
TCO-coated glass. Another oxide layer, dubbed the high-resistance transparent (HRT) or buffer
layer, is often deposited on the TCO, followed by a CdS-based window layer. It has been shown
empirically that the addition of the HRT layer between the TCO and CdS window layers allows
for reduced CdS thickness. The oxide layer typically absorbs little to no light, and thinner CdS
reduces the absorption and loss of blue photons in the CdS layer, increasing maximum efficiency.
The most commonly used TCO in commercial CdTe cells is fluorine-doped SnO2 (FTO) be-
cause it can be deposited during the glass manufacturing process cheaply and is mostly inert to
subsequent processing steps. Still, cells have successfully been made using In2O3:Sn (ITO),[35]
Cd2SnO4 (CTO),[36] and ZnO:Al (AZO) [37]. Many TCO/HRT combinations have been studied,
with HRT layers including ZnO [38], In2O3 [39, 40], Ga2O3 [39], SnO2 [27, 39–41], and alloys
of these materials such as zinc stannate [42, 43]. A universally described feature of these layers is
their increased resistivity relative to the TCO.
3.1.1. THICKNESS AND COVERAGE OF WINDOW LAYERS. A commonly accepted explana-
tion of the HRT’s role in CdTe solar cells considers the effect of pinholes, or small areas where
1This chapter was adapted from a manuscript prepared for submission to Solar Energy Materials & Solar Cells.
J. M. Kephart: Wrote the manuscript, fabricated all devices, and performed materials and device characterization.
Z. Ma: Designed and fabricated TCO and HRT layers and performed beamline measurements.
J. M. McCamy: Served as Principal Investigator for design of TCO and HRT layers.
A. Ganjoo and F. M. Alamgir: Designed and performed beamline experiments.
W.S. Sampath: Served as Principal Investigator for CdTe device processing.
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there is no CdS coverage and CdTe directly contacts the oxide layer. According to this explana-
tion, a diode with high open-circuit voltage will be formed as long as there are no CdS pinholes.
The area that contacts the oxide below is a weaker diode with high forward current and low open-
circuit voltage [39]. A loss in open-circuit voltage is seen when CdS thickness is reduced, and this
is ascribed to an increasing fractional pinhole area across the substrate [41]. This theory assumes
that pinhole area increases as overall window layer thickness decreases. By adding an ohmic re-
sistor between the TCO and the CdS, the theory states, less CdS is required because the shunting
effect of pinhole area is reduced. In devices made in the CSU ARDS there is little evidence that
the existence of pinholes is correlated with window layer thickness. Statistical measurements have
not shown an increase in pinhole area with reduced CdS thickness for films made at CSU [44].
Likewise, devices that have both lower pinhole area and reduced CdS thickness nevertheless show
lower VOC, indicating that window layer thickness in itself is an important variable [45]. Presently
the role of the HRT is not considered clear or completely understood with yet another possibility
involving the effects of thermal expansion [46].
3.1.2. THE ROLE OF THE FRONT CONTACT. Key to understanding the role of the HRT is
noting the difference between the CdS/CdTe junction and the TCO/CdTe and HRT/CdTe junctions.
As a wide-bandgap, n-type semiconductor, FTO can be used directly as the front contact of the
solar cell. Commonly used values for the tin oxide electron affinity indicate that this layer has a
relatively flat conduction band alignment with CdTe [47]. As reported here and previously [39], a
FTO/CdTe junction results in a cell with very low open-circuit voltage.
Key properties of these junctions are interface recombination, carrier concentration of the n-
layer, and conduction band offset. To reduce interface recombination, a good crystallographic
match is considered important to reduce the interface defect density, and to provide a growth tem-
plate which minimizes defects in the CdTe bulk. CdS shows a lattice mismatch of 10%, and
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only interdiffuses slightly during high-temperature device processing [48]. Another way to reduce
interface recombination is to reduce the concentration of carriers at the interface. Modeling sug-
gests that even at essentially complete interface recombination (S = 107 cm/s), the reduction in
VOC and efficiency is limited, particularly for modest bulk lifetimes of a few nanoseconds[49, 50].
Therefore, interface recombination alone cannot account for the dramatic loss of efficiency of an
SnO2/CdTe junction. Likewise, the carrier concentration and thickness of typical TCO and HRT
layers is sufficient to deplete the CdTe layer and is not responsible for the drop in efficiency.
3.1.3. BAND ALIGNMENT. The conduction band offset of an interface is determined by the
electron affinity of the two materials, net charge at the interface, and the difference in electroneg-
ativity (which is usually a minor effect). Charged defects could be caused by a variety of reasons
including the termination of the lattice of either material or the accumulation of electronically ac-
tive species at the interface. To create the maxiumum built-in potential across the cell, the Fermi
level must be pinned near the conduction band at the front CdTe interface, meaning the alignment
should be flat or slightly positive (a “spike” rather than a “cliff”) [21]. Therefore, the electron
affinity of the HRT, including any effects of surface charge, should be a key predictor of HRT
performance.
3.2. EXPERIMENTAL
Commercial low-iron soda-lime glass coated with 10-Ω/ SnO2:F TCO (“R10H1”manufactured
by PPG Industries, Inc.) was the standard substrate for SnO2-based HRT layers. HRT layers were
deposited on R10H1 using atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD) in a labo-
ratory reactor, which simulates the in-line manufacturing process. All HRT layers deposited by
PPG Industries were SnO2-based, with tin composing a minimum of 80 at% of cations. Com-
plete thin-film CdTe solar cells were prepared in the CSU Advanced Research Deposition System
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(ARDS). This system was used for CdS, CdTe, CdCl2 and Cu process steps; oxygenated CdS and
MgxZn1−xO window layers were deposited in a separate system by RF sputter deposition. Cell
fabrication and oxygenated CdS procedures have been described in detail [30]. MgxZn1−xO was
deposited using a 10-cm diameter target with a power of 180W, a pressure of 5 mTorr, 1% O2
in argon, and a target-substrate distance of 15 cm. Solar cell efficiency measurements were per-
formed using a xenon arc lamp with AM1.5 filter; short-circuit current density was calibrated to
cells measured by NREL.
Band measurements were performed using a PHI 5800 XPS with a PREVAC UVS40A2 UV
source. Samples were cleaned and heated in the ARDS to approximate the condition of the surface
prior to semiconductor deposition. Samples were removed from the ARDS under an inert envi-
ronment and prepared in a glovebox under argon. Air exposure of the samples was less than 10
seconds during loading into the XPS to limit atmospheric contamination of the surface (see Appen-
dix A for further information). Measurements were taken at a take-off angle of 85°and a sample
bias of -5 V. Analysis followed the procedure of Helander et al. [51]. Synchrotron-based measure-
ments were performed on beamline X1B at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. For XES and XAS measurements a beam energy of 550 eV was used which
corresponds to an attenuation length in SnO2 of 80 nm.
3.3. SNO2-BASED HRT LAYERS
3.3.1. IMPACT OF HRT LAYER ON DEVICE PERFORMANCE. Many candidate HRT layers
were tested with various alloying elements, alloy composition, and thickness. These layers were
screened to test quickly which were most effective. For devices with no HRT, a minimum of
approximately 100 nm CSS CdS is needed to achieve maximum VOC, so the effectiveness of the





































































































FIGURE 3.1. An effective HRT will produce better devices as the CdS layer is
made thinner. Numbers refer to CdS thickness in nanometers.
using the baseline CdS thickness of 130 nm. Typically, the HRT did not affect the devices with
thick CdS; with 90 nm CdS, an effective HRT would have higher average VOC and fill factor than
its comparison sample without HRT. The thinner CdS would also produce a higher current. A
typical result of these experiments is shown in Figure 3.1,
Devices were made at gradually decreasing CdS thickness on the best-performing HRT layer
(SnO2:Zn, 2.4 at%) with devices made on plain TCO serving as a control (see Figure 3.2). Device
quality has little dependence on window layer thickness above a critical value. Below this value,
VOC gradually declines and shows a minimum at 0 nm (an oxide/CdTe junction). Meanwhile,

























































FIGURE 3.2. Efficiency parameters of cells made with varying CdS thickness,

























FIGURE 3.3. J-V curve of optimal cells with and without HRT. The HRT allows
additional short circuit current from thinner CdS, with minimal loss in VOC. Maxi-








































FIGURE 3.4. Series resistance of a FTO/CdTe junction device. a) Series resistance
is reduced drastically with illumination. b) The dependence is comparable for illu-
mination with red and blue light.
thickness and a higher VOC with 0 nm of CdS. For all values of CdS thickness, devices with high
shunt resistance values exist. The optimal device from this study with and without CdS are shown
in Figure 3.3 and highlight the importance of short-circuit current gains as the benefit of the HRT
layer.
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With reduced CdS thickness, devices show light-dark crossover that increases as CdS thickness
decreases. This behavior was examined by illuminating the devices with red and blue ligh-emitting
diodes and varying the supply current by several orders of magnitude. Some FTO/CdTe junctions
exhibit strong light-dark crossover, in which low illumination levels cause a large drop in series
resistance. As Figure 3.4 shows, the relationship between JSC and series resistance for one device
is comparable when red and blue LEDs are used. Without CdS, the presence of light still greatly
reduces the barrier to forward electron current. For a variety of front contacts, higher VOC is
correlated with reduced light-dark crossover.
3.3.2. BAND MEASUREMENTS OF HRT LAYERS. A subset of all the HRT layers tested were
chosen with a variety of alloying element and concentration, all with a standard thickness of 150
nm. Since the CdS deposition rate has some spatial variation and is sensitive to the thermal and
surface properties of each HRT, devices were made directly on each HRT layer and the uncoated
TCO. A second set of devices also has a 50 nm oxygenated CdS window layer, and the third
set has 50 nm sublimated CdS. The selected subset of SnO2-based HRT layers was measured by
UPS. These measurements are summarized in Table 3.1. The work function was extracted as a
way to estimate band alignment, since films had carrier concentrations which would place the
Fermi level near or above the conduction band minimum. For each combination of parameters,
a substrate with nine devices was prepared. The sputtered, oxygenated CdS has very low free
electron concentration which was measured at approximately 1012 cm−3 by van der Pauw method
after annealing to process temperatures of 500°C. Figure 3.5 shows that for oxide/CdTe devices,
work function is a strong predictor of VOC (as well as efficiency). This dependence becomes
somewhat weaker for oxygenated CdS and weaker still for devices with sublimated CdS.
The TCO and optimal HRT layer also characterized via x-ray emission spectroscopy and x-ray
absorption spectroscopy at a photon energy of 550 eV. These techniques do not require emission of
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y = 2.2 − 0.39 ⋅ x,  r2 = 0.765
y = 1.3 − 0.13 ⋅ x,  r2 = 0.495
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FIGURE 3.5. Comparing UPS measurements of work function with device results,
a) there is a strong correlation when oxide/CdTe junctions are made, b) the corre-
lation is somewhat weaker when a resistive oxygenated CdS window layer is used;
and c) the dependence is quite weak but present when sublimated CdS was used as
the window layer.
a photoelectron and therefore probe more deeply than XPS and UPS, with an attenuation length of
approximately 80 nm. X-ray absorption spectroscopy probes the unoccupied states of the material;
the grounding current of the sample is measured to determine the extent of absorption. X-ray
emission spectroscopy measures the energy of X-rays that are emitted when electrons fall from
valence states to core holes created by incoming radiation. These techniques show that both the
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TABLE 3.1. Band measurements of various oxides deposited on FTO are summa-
rized. The valence band positions show good agreement with material bandgaps.
Oxide φ [eV] EF - EV [eV] d [nm]
SnO2:Zn (2.4 at%) 4.1 3.9 150
SnO2:Ga 4.3 3.9 150
SnO2:In 4.4 3.8 150
SnO2:Zn (10 at%) 4.7 3.7 150
SnO2:F,N 4.9 3.9 95
SnO2 5.0 3.9 150
SnO2:F (TCO ) 5.0 3.9 400
PVD ZnO 4.3 3.3 50
PVD (Mg,Zn)O 4.0 3.8 50
FIGURE 3.6. Using X-ray emission spectroscopy to probe the valence band and
X-ray absorption spectroscopy to probe the conduction band, a clear shift to lower
binding energy is seen in the HRT versus the TCO. Figure courtesy of F.M. Alamgir.
valence and conduction bands shift to lower binding energy in the HRT versus the TCO as seen in
Figure 3.6.
3.3.3. 1-D MODELING OF HRT LAYER BAND ALIGNMENT. Modeling of 1-dimensional struc-
tures was conducted in the SCAPS software [52]. This model is a simplification of the actual cell
and ignores phenomena related to grain boundaries and complex interfacial effects. The results
demonstrate the importance of front contact band alignment parameters and their effect on device
performance. The assumed properties of the baseline and HRT cells are shown in Table 3.2. All
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TABLE 3.2. 1-d modeling baseline parameters used for SCAPS simulation of HRT
and window material property effects.
Parameter TCO HRT Window CdTe
x [nm] 400 150 50 2500
EG [eV] 3.6 3.6 2.4 1.5
χ [eV] 4.8 4.5 4.5 4.4
ε/ε0 9 9 10 9.4
NC [cm−3] 2.2 ·1018 2.2 ·1018 2.2 ·1018 8.0 ·1017
NV [cm−3] 1.8 ·1019 1.8 ·1019 1.8 ·1019 1.8 ·1019
µe [cm2/V· s] 30 1 100 320
µh [cm2/V·s] 25 25 25 40
τn, τp [ns] 0.1 0.1 0.1 2
n or p [cm−3] n = 5 ·1020 n = 1 ·1018 n = 1 ·1017 p = 2 ·1014
Window/CdTe CdTe/Back
Sn, Sp [cm/s] 105 107
parameters were taken from commonly used values [47] apart from an equal hole and electron
lifetime of 2 ns in the CdTe absorber.
The first parameter examined is the electron affinity of the HRT layer. If this property can
effect the open-circuit voltage, even with the CdS window layer present, then this supports the
experimental correlation of electron affinity to device results. Figure 3.7 shows that this is indeed
the case. For a very low electron affinity of 4.2 eV, there is a small kink due to a conduction band
spike; this device has the same VOC as the baseline case. At higher than ideal electron affinity,
the VOC is at first unaffected and then drops as χ approches 5.0 eV. An offset at the HRT/window
interface causes the Fermi level to move away from the CBM in the window layer; however, due to
the carrier concentration of 1017 cm−3 in the window, there is enough transfer of electrons into the
HRT to reduce this effect at the window/CdTe interface. The effect on device performance is not
noticeable until quite a high electron affinity of 5.0 eV; here, the loss of efficiency is fairly modest
with the maximum power voltage moving approximately 150 mV lower. This modeled device also
has a pronounced barrier to forward current shown as a horizontal line just below the x-axis. This
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is due to the barrier at the TCO/HRT interface, and in reality this effect would not occur since
















































FIGURE 3.7. a) The band diagram of the front contact region shows that the higher
electron affinity HRT causes the Fermi level to move down and way from the con-
duction band minimum at the front interface of CdTe. b) An HRT layer with high
electron affinity leads to reduced efficiency.
From this model, the cadmium sulfide window layer was changed to have a much lower carrier
concentration of 1012 cm−3. This is comparable to the carrier concentration of oxygenated CdS
using Hall effect measurements made by the van der Pauw method. It is hypothesized that this
material, because of its lower carrier concentration, is not capable of fixing the Fermi level near
the conduction band minimum at the front interface of CdTe as effectively as the standard window.
This causes the layer to “transmit” any unfavorable band alignment due to to high electron affinity
of the poor-performing HRT or TCO through to the CdTe interface. As Figure 3.8 shows, there is
no visible band bending at the HRT/window interface due to the long Debye length of the material.
Thus, a high electron affinity causes a reduced built-in potential across the CdTe. The device with
an HRT electron affinity of 4.8 eV now shows comparable degradation to the previous sample at
5.0 eV; the 5.0 eV device with resistive window layer has a maximum power point approximately
300 mV below baseline. Again, there is a barrier to forward current, this time at the HRT/window
















































FIGURE 3.8. a) With a window layer that has very low carrier concentration, band
bending in the window layer does not occur, and b) device performance becomes
more sensitive to HRT electron affinity.
To test the effect of negative charge at the TCO interface, 2 ·1013 cm−2 acceptors were placed
0.5 eV above the CdTe valence band. At the interface, acceptor-like defects that are well below the
Fermi level are negatively charged. These results are shown in Figure 3.9. These were given a small
cross section of 10−19 cm−2 to have a minimal effect on surface recombination. With the HRT this
amount of charge had no effect. With the standard CdS (n = 1017 cm−3) some band bending is
induced, but the contact with CdTe is unaffected. Only with the low-carrier-concentration window
layer (n = 1012 cm−3) representative of oxygenated CdS (discussed further in Chapter 4) was there
an effect on the device properties. Overall surface charge due to acceptor-like states have similar
effect to changing the electron affinity.








































Charge, No HRT, CdS
Charge, No HRT,
 Oxygenated CdS
FIGURE 3.9. Charge at the TCO interface affects the band alignment. For the
density of charge modeled here, only the device with no HRT and resistive CdS was
affected.
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3.4. ZNO AND (MG,ZN)O HRT LAYERS
ZnO has been used as an effective HRT. When CdTe is deposited directly on sputtered ZnO,
VOC of typically 500-600 mV is produced. Band alignment measurements indicate that a nega-
tive conduction band offset with CdS exists; alloying with MgO to produce MgxZn1−xO with a
composition of x = 0.15 can produce a flat conduction band alignment with CdS [53].
In Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar cells, this material has been shown to have superior perfor-
mance to ZnO when used as a window layer [54]. This material has the added benefit of increasing
the optical bandgap of the layer [55] for better UV light transmission. Varying the magnesium
content from x = 0 to x = 0.30 allowed researchers to tune the conduction band offset between
a “cliff” and a “spike,” with both open-circuit voltage and fill factor improving with magnesium
addition [56]. Over this range, the films remain in the wurtzite crystal structure with the lattice
constant reducing from 0.522 nm to 0.515 nm for films deposited on glass at 300°C[57].
In this work MgxZn1−xO was examined as an HRT layer by RF sputter deposition using hot-
pressed, mixed-powder targets (Plasmaterials, Inc.) with compositions of x = 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25
(MgO weight percentages of 8, 11, and 14% with the remainder ZnO). Films made from these
targets exhibited the expected increase in optical bandgap relative to ZnO; measurements by XPS
of the 11% film shows the magnesium content x is higher in the film than in the target, about
0.23, in agreement with Hariskos et al. [54]. At each composition, a thick film with measured
thickness about 500 nm was deposited on uncoated glass for optical measurements. In Figure
3.10 the transmission is shown over a wide range of wavelength along with the optical bandgap
calculated from Tauc plots of the data. The films are transparent from their bandgap in the range
of 350-400 nm all the way to long wavelengths up to 2 µm. The bandgap increases as expected


















































FIGURE 3.10. a) The transmission of the films remains high over a wide wave-
length range. b) The Tauc plot shows increasing optical bandgap with magnesium
content.
Films approximately 1 µm thick at each magnesium concentration were deposited on low-
alkali Eagle XG glass (Corning) in order to limit the potential electronic effects of sodium diffu-
sion. Small 1-cm square samples were prepared with soldered indium contacts at the electrodes,
and Hall measurements were attempted using an Ecopia HMS-3000 van der Pauw system. The
samples were too resistive to measure, implying a resistivity of 107Ω-cm or greater.
Layers from 25-400 nm thick were deposited on FTO-coated glass and standard devices with
no other window layer were subsequently fabricated (shown in Figure 3.11). Almost all the devices
show excellent VOC near 850 mV; however, some layers thinner than 50 nm show reduced VOC.
The window layers with higher magnesium produce a very strong kink in the J-V curve with only
100 nm thickness. At the optimal point of 50 nm, made with the 11 wt% magnesium oxide target,
numerous devices with efficiency values of over 15% have been fabricated with no other HRT or
window layer. This demonstrates use of a thin, resistive oxide layer which functions both as HRT
and window layer when band alignment of the structure is preliminarily optimized. Like sputtered,
oxygenated CdS (see Chapter 4), MZO is highly resistive and can create a conduction band spike,
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and layers thicker than 50 nm cause a kink in the current-voltage curve; however MZO does not
require a separate HRT layer and can be directly deposited on fluorine-doped tin oxide. The J-V


























































FIGURE 3.11. Device parameters are shown for devices made with (Zn,Mg)O win-
dow layers on NSG TEC 10 glass with no other window layer. The high-magnesium
window layers see more of a kink with higher thickness, corresponding to a drop in
fill factor.
3.5. DISCUSSION
A commonly mentioned but incomplete theory is that pinholes leading to oxide/CdTe junctions
cause weak diodes which “shunt” current away from strong CdS/CdTe diodes. This theory has not
been justified by experimental evidence at CSU since cells have not shown increasing pinhole area
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Voc =  837  mV
JSC =  25.2  mA/cm
2
Fill Factor =  72.6 %























FIGURE 3.12. The J-V curve and device parameters of the best device shown in
the (Mg,Zn)O thickness-composition optimization.
with thinner window layers. Furthermore, pinholes do not seem to have as large an effect on device
efficiency as a naı̈ve parallel diode model would suppose [45]. This theory also does not explain
why the oxide/CdTe junctions are weak.
One theory that holds true for single crystal, epitaxially-grown devices is that the lattice con-
stant between the absorber and underlying material must match closely in order to provide a good
growth template, which will minimize defects in the material. In single crystals, strain due to
mismatch is relieved by the creation of threading dislocations which continue through the entire
thickness of the material. In polycrystalline materials, there is already a relatively high concen-
tration of interface defects, and strain can be relieved at grain boundaries. Since (Zn,Mg)O has
a much lower lattice constant than CdS (and the same crystal structure), it possesses greater mis-
match to CdTe and would not produce a high-quality device if lattice matching were a paramount
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consideration. Thus, the lattice constant of a material does not seem to be the driving concern of
front contact quality in these polycrystalline thin film devices.
As an alternative, understanding begins by considering the poor quality of a TCO/CdTe junc-
tion, and what is necessary to correct the problems with this junction. The band alignment and
interface recombination velocity of a semiconductor interface are in general very complex and dif-
ficult parameters to predict perfectly from theory. The evidence collected by fabricating numerous
devices, extensive device and materials characterization, and modeling, suggests that band align-
ment is a key consideration in the design of CdTe thin-film solar cells. Like a conduction band cliff,
degenerate doping of the TCO reduces the activation energy for interface recombination between
the window and CdTe layers.
Failure of light-dark superposition is a fairly common phenomenon seen in thin-film solar cells.
This has been explained as a conduction band “spike” between the absorber and CdS that is slightly
reduced due to photoconductivity in the CdS layer [58]. This explanation does not suffice for a cell
in which an oxide contacts CdTe directly; also the front contact does not show spectral dependence
between red and blue light. Under this theory, window layer photoconductivity is increasing the
depletion width in the absorber and therefore affecting the charge in the window layer. Without
any window layer, charged defects at the TCO/CdTe interface rather than charged defects in the
CdS can explain the effect.
The band alignment of the SnO2/CdS interface has been investigated both by progressive
growth of CdS [59] and by sputter depth profiling [60]. It was reported that the offset at this
interface was ∆EC = -0.1 eV. This was measured after the full thickness of CdS was deposited
and not immediately at the interface. The authors observed the Fermi level to be well below the
conduction band in the CdS resulting in a total barrier height of 0.4 eV. Klein reports that there
is a wide variation of more than 1 eV in the work function of SnO2, which cannot be accounted
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for by a difference in doping [61]. An effect similar to that of an HRT has been demonstrated
simply by plasma treatment of the TCO, which only effects a few nanometers of the surface [62].
An earlier study by Niles et al. reported a flat conduction band at the interface [25]. However,
recent studies of fluorine-doped tin oxide report a much higher work function than previously used
in CdTe thin-film modeling, up to 5 eV [63]; if true, then a CdTe heterojunction with FTO would
create a “cliff” alignment. Furthermore, because FTO is degenerately doped, the conduction band
minimum is reported up to 0.6 eV below the Fermi level [63], and pinning of the CdTe CBM at the
TCO Fermi level would further reduce the energetic barrier to interface recombination.
3.6. CONCLUSION
Pinholes do not seem to be the primary cause of effects seen relative to window layer thickness.
The existence of a wurtzite (Mg,Zn)O window layer that can produce a high open-circuit voltage
without CdS, but has a larger lattice mismatch with CdTe, implies that lattice matching is not a key
factor for producing an effective front contact to CdTe–the interfacial defect density likely entails
much more than this.
While sparsely explored in CdTe literature, the importance of band alignment at the front con-
tact has been well explored and confirmed in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar cells. The weakness
of the TCO/CdTe diode appears to derive from high electron affinity of the TCO, in large part to
charged defects at the TCO surface. These cause a strong light-sensitive barrier to form in addition
to the poor device properties in TCO/CdTe junctions. HRT layers, which are not degenerately
doped, can have a wide range of effectiveness in improving contact properties. The SnO2-based
HRT layers shown here may themselves have varying densities of surface charge that can be mit-
igated with certain alloying agents but not others. This effect shows up both in processed devices
and band alignment measurements of the clean free surface by photoelectron spectroscopy. In the
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case of very poor band alignment between oxide and CdTe, CdS-based window layers that are very
thin or have low carrier concentration do not produce high-efficiency devices; however, the ability
of a thin, 50 nm layer of (Mg,Zn)O with very high resistivity to correct all the problems with the
TCO/CdTe interface implies that this material can passivate the charged defects. In short, band
alignment concerns appear to explain interface phenomena where existing theories based largely





CdTe thin-film photovoltaics have achieved a multi-gigawatt/year level of production due to
low manufacturing cost. A large portion of installed photovoltaic costs go to direct materials and
balance of system costs [14]. Many of these costs scale with the number of panels and not the total
power output, so improving module efficiency is an important way to reduce overall system cost.
A major conversion loss in laboratory cells as well as commercial modules is due to absorption
of blue light in the CdS window layer [64]. The CdS layer strongly absorbs photons with energy
greater than its bandgap of 2.4 eV, and light absorbed in this layer is not collected.
Numerous approaches have been examined to reduce this loss. Blue conversion losses can
be reduced by decreasing the thickness of the CdS window layer; when too thin, the open-circuit
voltage and fill factor are reduced [39]. The minimum CdS thickness required for optimum cell
efficiency can be reduced via addition of a high-resistance transparent (HRT) layer [65] between
the TCO and window layer. This effect has been optimized using a SnO2-based material that can
be deposited in a float glass manufacturing line [45]. A similar approach uses surface modification
of the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) [62]. Using the thinnest possible CdS layer requires a
compromise between current collection and other device parameters for highest efficiency. With
these approaches, the optimal thickness of CdS still results in significant optical losses. Another
completely different approach is to apply a polymer sheet to the front surface of the cell or module
1This chapter was adapted from a peer-reviewed journal article: J. M. Kephart, R. M. Geisthardt, and W. S. Sampath.
“Optimization of CdTe thin-film solar cell efficiency using a sputtered, oxygenated CdS window layer,” Prog. Photo-
volt: Res. Appl., 2015.
J. M. Kephart: Wrote the manuscript, designed experiments, fabricated devices, and performed materials and device
characterization.
R. M. Geisthardt: Performed device characterization and edited the manuscript.
W.S. Sampath: Served as Principal Investigator.
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which contains a luminescent downshifting dye [66]. This converts high-energy photons to an en-
ergy lower than the CdS bandgap, some of which are absorbed by the CdTe. To date, this approach
has only improved blue response by 16% [67]. Other limitations of luminescent downshifting in-
clude an addition to the module bill of materials and stability concerns related to placing polymer
film on the front surface of the module.
The loss from window layer absorption can also be reduced by using a window material with
increased band gap. Alloys such as (Cd,Zn)S have been tested but have thus far resulted in low
open-circuit voltage, and phase segregation issues have been reported [68, 39]. In an MOCVD
process, Kartopu et al. were able to increase the voltage and current of devices with addition of Zn
to the window layer, but open-circuit voltage remained low at 710 mV [69].
Radio-frequency sputter deposition of cadmium sulfide in the presence of oxygen has been
shown to produce an alloy material with a greatly increased bandgap. Wu et al. first produced this
material, and measured structural, optical, and electronic properties of the material. Oxygenation
results in a reduction in grain size to create a nanocrystalline or amorphous film. The resistivity
was observed to increase drastically with increasing oxygenation [70–72]. X-ray absorption fine
structure analysis (NEXAFS/EXAFS) on this material has shown that the oxygen is largely bonded
to sulfur as SO3 and SO4 but it is claimed that there are oxygen-free CdS nanocrystals [73].
Oxygenated CdS produced for this work has similar properties to those reported by Wu et al.,
as reported in previous work [74]. XPS measurements indicate that SO3 and SO4 peaks are present.
Asaba et al. saw amorphous films and XPS peaks were attributed to CdSO4, CdO2, and CdS [75],
and Gupta et al. saw glancing-angle x-ray diffraction (GAXRD) peaks disappear as oxygenation
increased [72]. Material produced at CSU shows that peaks disappear in GAXRD as higher oxygen
flow is used, and peaks do not appear when the films are annealed to 500°C, in agreement with
others’ previous work [74].
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Wu et al. reported devices using oxygenated CdS with AM1.5G conversion efficiency of 15.5%
using a cadmium stannate/zinc stannate TCO/HRT stack on borosilicate glass. CTO/ZTO layers
lead to devices with reduced stability relative to tin-oxide based front contacts [76]. These studies
provide information about the film material properties and prove the feasibility of making high-
efficiency CdTe solar cells with this window layer. Gupta et al. made an initial attempt to apply this
material to commercial-type substrates but could not produce an increase in current density without
a corresponding drop in open-circuit voltage and fill factor [72]. Little information regarding the
key considerations of incorporating this material into a device structure has been published, and this
work expands on previous research by systematically exploring the process space for repeatable
device performance using commercially relevant substrates.
A cell must not only demonstrate high efficiency in the laboratory but also withstand environ-
mental stress to maintain field performance. Accelerated lifetime testing (ALT) simulates years of
stress in the field due to elevated temperature, light exposure, and bias conditions. At open circuit
and under illumination the electric field in the device is weakened, and high temperature acceler-
ates diffusion [77]. In CdTe cells, copper migrates primarily through the CdTe grain boundaries,
to the CdS/CdTe interface, and into the CdS [78]. A primary degradation mechanism identified
in CdTe solar cells is due to transient ion diffusion of copper from the back contact. Controlling
the total dose of copper in the devices is vital to achieving proper stability [29]. No published
information on stability issues of oxygenated CdS window material in CdTe devices exists. Due
to the large change in material properties relative to typical CdS window layers and the role of the




4.2.1. SUBSTRATE AND WINDOW LAYER. Substrates are 3.2-mm soda-lime glass (PPG In-
dustries, Inc.) coated with 10 Ω/ fluorinated tin oxide; this coating was deposited in-line at the
glass factory. A SnO2-based HRT layer was deposited with a laboratory coater by PPG Industries
using a float-compatible process. Glass was cleaned by sonication in a 1% solution of Micro-
90 followed by deionized water. Because the window layer was deposited at room temperature,
substrates were thermally cleaned by heating to approximately 600°C prior to sputter deposition
and allowed to cool under vacuum. Without this thermal cleaning step, delamination at the ox-
ide/window interface is observed after the CdCl2 treatment.
Small-area devices were made using oxygenated CdS window layers with different levels of
oxygen incorporation. Radio-frequency sputter deposition of CdS took place at 15 mTorr using 60
W of power on a 10-cm diameter planar magnetron CdS target. The target-substrate distance was
9 cm. Oxygen was controlled as a percentage of argon flow during deposition by two mass flow
controllers. The substrate was not heated during deposition. The sample was moved directly to
the ARDS without storage. Because the sublimated CdS process step is omitted, the substrate is
heated to the typical CdTe entrance temp of 480-500°C. Other than this, processing of cells with
sublimated CdS and oxygenated CdS is identical.
4.2.2. MATERIALS AND DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION. Transmission measurements of coated
substrates were performed on a Cary 500 spectrophotometer. XPS measurements were performed
on a PHI 5800 with a monochromated Al Kα source. Current-density/voltage (J-V) curves were
measured using a Keithley 2420 SourceMeter and one of two solar simulators using a high-pressure
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xenon arc lamp. Current was calibrated to a cell measured at the National Renewable Energy Labo-
ratory (NREL) and one cell was sent to NREL for efficiency verification. Procedures for measuring
quantum efficiency have been previously described [74].
4.2.3. ACCELERATED LIFETIME TESTING. Various cells were held at 65°C for 1000 hours at
open circuit with an illumination of approximately 0.7 suns. These conditions are used by industry
[29, 79]. While under stress conditions, cells were sealed in air with desiccant. Some cells had
been stored for up to two months in laboratory conditions (25°C, room light, open circuit, in a
sealed container of desiccated air) between the initial measurement and beginning of stressing. The
devices were removed weekly and tested at room temperature, then returned to the test apparatus.
Afterward the devices were stored in the dark at room temperature for several hundred hours to
examine the reversibility of degradation.
4.3. RESULTS
4.3.1. OPTICAL TRANSMISSION. Films were deposited with varying oxygen content onto
substrates, and steps were etched, then measured by profilometry to establish deposition rates. A
second series of samples was produced with deposition times adjusted to produce a thickness of
100 nm, and the optical transmission was measured. The films were then heated to the maximum
device processing temperature of 500°C in the ARDS, cooled, and measured again. Transmission
over the relevant wavelength range is shown in Fig. 4.1 for as-deposited and annealed films. As
deposited films show a steady increase in band gap, and above 2.0% no absorption edge can be
seen out to 300 nm. For oxygen flow at or below approximately 2.0% of argon, the band gap is
comparable to that of CdS. Films made at a setpoint above 2.0% do not show this drop in band gap,
and no absorption onset can be seen out to 300 nm wavelength. Since films must be annealed in















































FIGURE 4.1. Transmission is is shown with the SnO2:F-coated glass substrate as a
100% reference. a) Transmission below 500 nm improves with oxygenation for as-
deposited films. b) The same films annealed at 500°C below a critical oxygenation
value gain CdS-like absorption. c) XPS measurement of the S2p peak for annealed
films show this transition is not accompanied by a drastic change in SOx content.
change in transmission with oxygenation means that the band gap of this material as a function of
oxygenation is not readily determined.
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4.3.2. VARIABLE-ANGLE SPECTROSCOPIC ELLIPSOMETRY (VASE). Spectroscopic ellip-
sometry is a highly sensitive optical measurement technique that allows for measurement of the
complex refractive indices of a thin film given its structure, or vice versa. Variable angle spectro-
scopic ellipsometry (VASE) measures the change in polarization of light reflected off a substrate
which may be coated with one or more thin films. The light reflects off of each interface and
interferes with itself in a way that is dependent on both the wavelength of light and the angle of
incidence.
An ellipsometer consists of a source of polarized light, a detector capable of determining the
polarization state of reflected light, and a goniometer which controls the angle and orientaiton of
source, sample, and detector. The reflected light consists of two components rs nad rp, which are
parallel and perpendicular (senkrecht) to the plane of reflection. These components can also be in
different phases to one another. The state of polarization of light can be completely described by an
ellipse with the angle parameters ψ and ∆, thus the term ellipsometry. Since the data gathered from
this technique is complex and not in itself meaningful, a model is generated using a series of thin
films with their complex indices of refraction (with real component n and imaginary component
ik, the extinction coefficient).
For well-understood films these can be taken from reference values, or can be modeled using
a number of different oscillators. Some models such as Cauchy and Sellmeier are designed for
transparent dielectrics, and work well for these types of films. These assume that k = 0 over the
entire wavelength range. Other oscillators model the above-bandgap absorption of semiconductors,
and n is calculated by the model using the Kramers-Kronig relations.
To measure the complex refractive indices of oxygenated CdS, layers were deposited on un-
coated soda-lime float glass, which has a very small roughness of less than 1 nm. The target thick-

























































FIGURE 4.2. The parameters ψ and ∆ are shown as function of wavelength at an
angle of incidence of 55, 60, and 65°from normal. A trend with oxygenation is
apparent.
of an etched step in the layer near to where the optical measurement was taken. Measurements were
made at wavelengths of 300-1350 nm and angles of 55, 60, and 65°using a VASE instrument (J.A.
Woollam Co.). Figure 4.2 shows the unprocessed output of the ellipsometry measurements, which
exhibit a clear trend with oxygen content.
To process the raw data into an estimate of the refractive indices, an oscillator model was
developed in the WVASE32 saftware (J.A. Woollam Co.) to reduce the number of free parameters
and create a physically realistic model. For soda-lime glass, a Cauchy model fit to reference
optical parameters [24] was used and remained fixed for all samples. The interface between glass
and oxygenated CdS was assumed to be smooth. The CdS material used several oscillators which
matched n and k of reference CdS data. An effective media approximation was used to model a

























FIGURE 4.3. A fit of an optical oscillator model to ellipsometric data shows a
reduction in optical absorption with increasing oxygenation, as well as a drop in
real refractive index n
properties were fit. Then, film and EMA thickness values were allowed to vary. For high oxygen
content films, it was found that for films made at 2.25, 2.5, and 3.0% O2/Ar, a Sellmeier model
produced good fits to the data, since there was no significant optical absorption over the spectrum
examined.
The results of the fit in Figure 4.3 show a clear pattern. First of all, the 0% sample shows typical
direct-gap semiconductor dispersion properties, with a sharp rise in extinciton coefficient k above
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TABLE 4.1. Layer thickness results from a model fit to VASE data show that layer
and EMA thickness measurements are in general agreement with profilometry and
AFM measurements, respectively. The 3.0% film shows a large discrepancy. AFM
peak-to-peak roughness is shown for reference
%O2/Ar Profilometry [nm] VASE [nm] VASE EMA [nm] VASE EMA void [%] AFM [nm]
0 105 101 18 25 13
1.0 110 105 10 50 21
1.5 105 120 2 50 4.8
1.75 120 122 2 50 5.6
2.0 110 113 3 50 2.5
2.25 125 108 6 50 4.3
2.5 100 115 0 - 2.0
3.0 138 83 0 - 2.2
the bandgap (below 500 nm wavelength), and a gradual increase in k at lower wavelengths. The
real refractive index n shows a peak at the bandgap. With increasing oxygenation, the bandgap
moves to lower wavelengths; the slight negative values of k are probably not physical. With a
decrease in optical density of states n steadily decreases with oxygenation, and this becomes more
pronounced above 2.0%. At these high oxygenation values the material has very typical dielectric-
like dispersion properties. In general, the thickness values of best fit are approximately correct
within the error of film uniformity, profilometer precision, and simplifying assumptions in the
ellipsometry model. The 0%, crystalline sample had higher roughness and the percent of void in
the EMA layer had to be allowed to vary to produce a good fit. The 3.0% sample had a large
discrepancy in thickness between the physical and optical measurements, and did not show the
continuing decrease in n; it is possible this is due to the similarity in refractive index between the
film and the glass substrate, which would make accurate measurement and modeling much more
unlikely. The structural measurements are summarized in Table 4.1.
4.3.3. ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY. A group of characterization techniques known as scan-
ning probe microscopy use small probes with extremely sharp tips to interact with the surface of a
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FIGURE 4.4. Atomic force microscopy shows the polycrystalline nature of non-
oxygenated CdS. With increasing oxygen the films become smoother, with some
isolated asperities. Note that each row has its own height scale.
material. In atomic force microscopy (AFM) the tip is placed on a cantilever beam made via micro-
fabrication of silicon. As this tip is moved near contact with the surface under study, a deflection is
measured with high precision via the reflection of a laser off the cantilever. This technique is very
sensitive to ambient vibration and the apparatus is placed on an isolation table with a cover to keep
the air inside still.
AFM was performed on the same oxygenated CdS samples that were used for ellipsometry
measurements in order to corroborate roughness results. For each ellipsometry sample several 500
x 500 nm scans were recorded until a good quality image was produced for each sample using an
EasyScan 2 (Nanosurf). Lateral resolution is approximately 2 nm. Noise for the depth dimension
was below 1 nm, but many samples had RMS roughness values only slightly larger than this.
Leveling, scar correction and low-pass filtering were used in the Gwyddion program to create a
clearer image. Figure 4.4 shows the reduction in roughness with increasing oxygen concentration.
In the region of interest for devices, the films are all very smooth and appear to have no visible
crystalline structure. Roughness values are all small and agree qualitatively with ellipsometry data.
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These data support the physicality of VASE measurements and the amorphous nature of the films
with higher oxygen content as evidenced by GAXRD.
4.3.4. MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION. Materials analysis indicates that the material is
primarily an alloy of CdS and CdSO4, with smaller amounts of CdSO3 and CdO [80]. XPS clearly
shows that the S2p sulfide peak is reduced and a higher binding energy state is increased with oxy-
genation; the authors have attributed this to the presence of CdSO3 and CdSO4 [74]. XPS results
shown in Fig 4.1c do not indicate a sudden change in [SOx]/([S] + [SOx]) composition between the
2.0% and 2.25% setpoints. Though little optical information has been published about these sul-
fate and sulfite materials, they are ionic salts with very high band gap; alloying of these materials
with CdS could explain the increased band gap relative to CdS. Soo et al. interpreted the material
as sulfur-oxygen complexes with oxygen-free CdS nanocrystals. A possible explanation for the
reduction in band gap of intermediate-oxygen films upon annealing is that oxygen-free domains
segregate upon annealing, which does not happen for higher oxygenation levels.
Measurements were performed on samples before and after heat treatment using a Bruker D8
Discover Diffractometer at an angle of α = 0.5°. Fig. 4.5 shows that the two films lowest in oxygen
show clear peaks, indicating a crystalline material. The 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0% O2/Ar films show
very weak, broad peaks, indicating very small grains. The film with highest oxygen incorporation
shows no peak.
Upon heat treatment, films with intermediate oxygen incorporation show a slight increase in
peak height, which could indicate partial crystallization of the wurtzite phase from amorphous
material. It is known that SO2−3 and SO
2−
4 ions are present in this material [73]. CdS electrons have
an exciton Bohr radius of 6.8 nm and grain sizes must be below this to see significant confinement
effects [81]. It is thought that alloying of CdS with CdSO4 stabilizes the amorphous phase, which
























FIGURE 4.5. GAXRD shows a decrease in crystallinity with increasing oxygen
incorporation. Films do not recrystallize significantly upon high-temperature an-
nealing. Adapted from Reference [45].
sputter deposition of the In2O3-ZnO and SnO2-ZnO systems, where crystal growth is inhibited by
the presence of two components that crystallize in different phases [82].
4.3.5. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION. Devices made in the ARDS with sublimated CdS are
typically made with 3.2 mm NSG TEC 10 substrates with no HRT layer. Initial attempts to use
oxygenated CdS on these substrates resulted in devices with good current collection but poor open-
circuit voltage. An HRT layer made by PPG Industries was optimized to maximize the efficiency
of a device made with sublimated CdS [45]. This layer was found necessary for high VOC with
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oxygenated CdS window layers. The necessity of the HRT was repeatedly verified, with compara-
ble devices made directly on FTO showing a typical VOC of 500-600 mV and consistently greater
than 810 mV with HRT. The optimized HRT layer was used for further window layer optimization.
Devices were made starting with standard 130-nm window layers. Oxygenation was varied
from 0% to 3.0% O2/Ar, and two clear, consistent trends emerged (curves are shown in Fig. 4.6a).
From 0 to 2.0% O2/Ar, the diode properties improve, with higher VOC and less voltage-dependent
current collection, which leads to improved fill factor. In general, CdS deposited at room temper-
ature with no oxygen produces poor devices. Layers with less than about 1.5 to 2.0% oxygen all
produce a quantum efficiency similar to the 0% device as shown in Fig. 4.6b. At 2.0% O2/Ar,
the blue collection increases dramatically, which corresponds to an increase in short-circuit cur-
rent. There appears to be an optimum in efficiency between 1.5% and 2.5% O2/Ar. The improved
quantum efficiency agrees with optical transmission of the window layers as well as short-circuit
current; as with transmission measurements of annealed samples, a steady increase in window
layer band edge is not observed. Rather, the quantum efficiency suddenly changes from CdS-like
to highly transparent in the blue region, although at a slightly different O2/Ar value than seen for
the transmission data.
The second trend occurs above 2.0%, as a kink appears around VOC leading to reductions in
fill factor. As the kink becomes more pronounced the fill factor is reduced dramatically and short-
circuit current is affected. This causes the quantum efficiency to drop across the entire spectrum.
Choosing the ideal process parameters of the window layer requires a sufficiently high oxygen
setpoint for improved transmission and VOC, while minimizing the kink in the J-V curve. One way
to attain high current and voltage without a kink is to use a very thin, high-oxygen window layer.




































































FIGURE 4.6. a) Devices with 130-nm window layers were fabricated with varying
O2/Ar. From 0% to 2% , short-circuit current, fill factor and open-circuit voltage
improve. Above 2% O2/Ar, a severe kink appears which reduces fill factor and
short-circuit current. b) Quantum efficiency in the blue region shows a drastic im-
provement with higher oxygen, until collection is reduced due to the J-V kink. c)
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FIGURE 4.7. a) Devices (here with 130-nm window layers) show an increase in
open-circuit voltage with oxygenation of CdS. b) An optimized device using oxy-
genated CdS has a significantly greater 0-K VOC intercept than a device made with
sublimated CdS and no significant difference in slope. Linear fits are shown with
standard errors.
of the J-V kink while maintaining voltage and current. In this study window layers could be made
as thin as 15 nm without loss of VOC.
Open-circuit voltage continues to increase with higher oxygen as demonstrated in Fig. 4.7a. A
commonly used expression for open-circuit voltage is shown in Equation 5. Ideality factor A and
reference saturation current density J00 are indicative of recombination mechanism; if activation
energy EA is less than the absorber band gap, this could indicate a non-ideal band alignment [83].
The VOC vs. T relationship can be extrapolated to 0 K in order to estimate the activation energy of
the diode, while difference in slope could indicate changes in A and J00.
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Current density-voltage measurements were performed with the device maintained at temper-
atures from 248 K to 318 K. These measurements, shown in Fig. 4.7b, indicate the EA for the
oxygenated films is approximately 1.45 eV which is roughly 0.1 eV higher than for devices made
with sublimated CdS. A two-sided statistical test was performed to compare the parameters be-
tween the two linear fits [84]; the intercept is significantly larger (p = 0.006) while no significant
difference exists between the slopes (p = 0.14). These results suggest that activation energy rather
than a change in bulk recombination is responsible for the increased VOC with oxygenated CdS
versus sublimated CdS.
4.3.6. 1-D DEVICE MODELING. To model the effects of a changing conduction band offset
at the window/absorber interface, 1-dimensional device modeling was performed in SCAPS [52].
Parameters were primarily taken from standard references [47] and are listed in Table 4.2. Neutral
defects were used with a lifetime of 2 ns for the CdTe absorber. The window layer carrier con-
centration was reduced to 1016 cm−3 to account for the increased resistivity of oxygenated CdS
and similar results are obtained for n = 1015 cm−3. Surface recombination velocity was set to 105
cm/s for electrons and holes at the window/CdTe interface. Absorption was ignored in the CdS
layer and default absorption was used for the other layers. The electron affinity was modified in
the model to create the desired window/absorber conduction band offset as seen in Fig. 4.8a. The
bandgap was increased to keep the window layer valence band at the same position. The position
of the window layer valence band is not important to the model since the valence band offset is
already quite large, and optical effects of oxygenation were not modeled.
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TABLE 4.2. 1-D modeling parameters used for SCAPS simulation of the conduc-
tion band offset effects.
Parameter HRT Window CdTe
x [nm] 150 130 2500
EG [eV] 3.6 varies 1.5
χ [eV] 4.5 varies 4.4
ε/ε0 9 10 9.4
NC [cm−3] 2.2 ·1018 2.2 ·1018 8.0 ·1017
NV [cm−3] 1.8 ·1019 1.8 ·1019 1.8 ·1019
µe [cm2/Vs] 1 100 320
µh [cm2/Vs] 25 25 40
τn, τp [ns] 0.1 0.1 2
HRT/Window Window/CdTe CdTe/Back
Sn, Sp [cm/s] 0 105 107
As seen in Fig. 4.8b curves are similar to experimental curves seen in Fig. 4.6. The effect of
the conduction band offset on the J-V kink is clear. Series resistance starts to noticeably increase
with a CBO of 0.3 eV, and the kink quickly becomes worse with further increases. Open-circuit
voltage also increases slightly as the valence band offset increases, though the effect is smaller
than for experimental devices. As the CBO varies from -0.1 eV to 0.4 eV, the VOC increases from
824 to 842 mV. The highest CBO shown produced a very high VOC which may be inaccurate due
to the severe kink.
4.3.7. STABILITY. Devices made at different stages of the optimization were examined for
degradation as shown in Fig. 4.9; each line shown represents an average of three cells. First,
devices made with varying oxygenation were examined and oxygen content appears to correlate
with decreased stability, primarily in fill factor, though films with lower oxygen have much lower
initial efficiency. Second, devices made with 2.0% O2/Ar (shown in Fig. 4.9b) were examined with
varying window layer thickness. Finally, the copper dose was reduced using the previous high dose
and two lower doses; the copper doses correspond to CuCl source temperatures of 210°C, 190 °C,
and 170°C. These devices have very thin (less than 15 nm), 2.5% O2/Ar window layers which are
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a) CBO = 0.45 eV













































FIGURE 4.8. a) The band diagram of the front region of the solar cell is shown
as the electron affinity of the window layer is varied. b) 1-dimensional modeling
results when varying conduction band offset show similar behavior to experimental
results when %O2/Ar is varied.
very unstable and sensitive to copper. The “medium” dose has little difference in initial efficiency
relative to the high dose, and is more stable. The “low” copper dose has lower initial VOC and fill
factor, but is most stable.
While very thin window layers made with high oxygen content have good initial efficiency,
they suffer from very poor stability and do not recover from degradation. A thickness of 50 nm
with a “medium” copper dose provides a balance of initial efficiency and stability. A finer study
of oxygen content from 1.8% to 2.2% was performed using these parameters. The lowest oxygen

























































FIGURE 4.9. Accelerated lifetime testing results in a loss of efficiency. Devices
that are stressed and allowed to recover respond differently based on a) window
layer oxygen content, b) window layer thickness, and c) copper dose. d) Refine-
ments based on preliminary results were used in a finer adjustment of window layer
oxygen content.
paste is used to contact the CdTe, more advanced back contacts could lead to reduced copper
migration and higher stability.
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4.3.8. EFFICIENCY VERIFICATION. A cell made with optimized parameters that balance ini-
tial efficiency with stability was sent to NREL for efficiency verification. The cell shows an
AM1.5G efficiency of 15.2%. This cell was measured using an aperture less than half the ac-
tive area of the cell at a temperature of 30°C, which may account for differences in VOC and fill
factor from measurements performed by the authors. The J-V, quantum efficiency, and device pa-
rameters are shown in Fig. 4.10. The quantum efficiency reported by Wu et al. has a clear band
edge due to the window layer at approximately 500 nm [71]. The cells reported here do not have
such an observable band edge. For the 15.2% cell, the absorption edge seen from 300-400 nm is
due to the commercial antireflective coating. The lower voltage and fill factor could be due to the
lower temperature, high-throughput CdTe and CdCl2 processes, as well as the paint back contact.
4.4. DISCUSSION
Devices with oxygenated window layers are much more sensitive to the presence of an opti-
mized HRT layer than devices with sublimated CdS. With sublimated CdS, even with no HRT the
open-circuit voltage and fill factor can be improved to reasonable values by using a thicker win-
dow layer. With oxygenated films even a thickness of 200 nm directly on a SnO2:F TCO did not
produce a VOC of 800 mV, and the J-V kink is exacerbated by such thickness. With an optimized
HRT, high VOC can be obtained with very low thickness (less than 15 nm) and still shows little
dependence on thickness. This phenomenon is believed to be due to the more ideal band alignment
of the HRT/window interface because of the lower work function demonstrated by the HRT [45].
The reduced carrier concentration of the oxygenated window layer makes it impossible to correct
an unfavorable band alignment by using larger thickness.
The effect of altering the conduction band offset of the window layer (called “buffer layer” for
Cu(In,Ga)Se2) has been explored for Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar cells. Minemoto et al. showed
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VOC = 805 mV
JSC = 26.2 mA/cm
2
Fill Factor = 72.0 %
Efficiency = 15.2 %





































FIGURE 4.10. A device which represents a compromise of efficiency and stability
was sent to NREL for efficiency verification; a) current-voltage and b) normalized
quantum efficiency are shown. The cutoff in blue response is due to the commercial
anti-reflection coating.
that interface defects could be more detrimental when the window layer electron affinity is higher
than the absorber electron affinity, producing a negative conduction band offset, or cliff. Also, the
activation energy of the diode is reduced by the magnitude of the cliff [83]. Adding a small “spike”
by raising the window layer conduction band reduces these effects and improves device efficiency;
if the spike is too large, barrier effects become detrimental to fill factor [85]. This was later shown
experimentally using (Zn,Mg)O layers in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 devices, which improved with an increase
in relative magnesium concentration [86].
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The reported conduction band offset between CdS and CdTe is close to zero, and the CdS
conduction band may be 0.1 eV below the CdTe CBO (a “cliff”) [87, 88]. This is not ideal in the
presence of defects at the interface, and Sites and Pan show via 1-D modeling that this effect can be
significant even with low interface recombination velocities when the CdTe carrier concentration
is low [19]. The conduction band offset for sputtered, oxygenated CdS appears to become more
positive as oxygenation is increased. Using 1-dimensional modeling, this single change can explain
both the J-V kink and the slight increase in open-circuit voltage. As the conduction band offset is
increased from negative to positive, the activation energy of the diode can increase to near the band
gap of the absorber. Above this, the conduction band of the window moves away from the Fermi
level (pinned by the CdTe conduction band) and the concentration of electrons at the interface
is reduced. In the presence of surface recombination this reduces the effective recombination
velocity.
Another possible effect is the direct role of oxygen in passivating the CdTe interface. Oxygen
in CdS has been shown to inhibit interdiffusion and improve devices at a few at.% [26]; these
levels are present even for the films with no intentional oxygenation presented here. Device results
from Fig. 4.7a showed that VOC increases with oxygenation, then flattens out at approximately
800 mV for intermediate values, and again jumps when a J-V kink appears. Since oxygen at.%
is very high (approximately 50%) even for intermediate oxygenation values due to the presence
of SO4, this would likely be adequate for any passivation to occur. Rather, the VOC phenomenon
appears directly related to the band alignment at the window/CdTe interface, which is supported
by modeling and temperature-dependent measurements.
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4.5. CONCLUSION
Window layer absorption, a major cause of efficiency loss in CdS/CdTe solar cells, can be
essentially eliminated using oxygenated CdS. This material is compatible with float-line deposited,
SnO2-based TCO and HRT layers. The bandgap of oxygenated CdS can be much greater than CdS,
but increases suddenly at a critical level of oxygenation. Oxygenation also seems to provide more
ideal, tunable band alignment at the front contact in conjunction with an optimized HRT layer
that has resulted in devices with VOC greater than 850 mV. In order to minimize current loss,
achieve higher stability, and prevent adverse effects from a secondary barrier, the oxygen content




5.1. EVOLUTION OF FRONT CONTACT DESIGNS
The main focus of this work was to integrate new materials and structures into the front contact
of working devices through the development of repeatable and controllable processes. This has
been done in three separate stages. Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of device structures and the
approximate maximum efficiency they produced. The first was to create a working HRT layer that
could be deposited in a high-throughput process to enable a thinner layer of sublimated cadmium
sulfide. Sputtered, oxygenated CdS was then incorporated, which requires an HRT for a device
with good electronic quality but can be made transparent out to the absorption edge of the TCO
layer. Based on the understanding and hypotheses related to front contact band alignment devel-
oped from these layers, (Mg,Zn)O was investigated as a tunable high-bandgap window layer. This
material produces excellent devices without an additional HRT, which was a surprising result at
the time given the necessity of the HRT with oxygenated CdS.
5.2. UNDERSTANDING OF THE FRONT CONTACT
At the outset of this work, the main understanding of the CdS window layer was as an n-type
partner to the p-type CdTe absorber, which is needed to form a diode. It was not understood
precisely why the TCO or any other given n-type material could not be an n-type partner, espe-
cially since the oft-cited value for its electron affinity implies that it should have favorable band
alignment. The materials considered herein can be divided into five groups: 1) highly conduc-
tive fluorine-doped SnO2, the TCO; 2)SnO2-based alloy HRT layers which are less conductive; 3)
























a) b) c) d)
oxygenated CdS
12.5% 14% 16% 16%
FIGURE 5.1. The evolution of the front contact has changed from a) a simple subli-
mated Cds layer between the TCO and CdTe, to b) an HRT layer with thinner CdS,
to c) an HRT with sputtered,oxygenated CdS with near-complete transparency, to
d) (Mg,Zn)O.
The FTO likely does not form a good contact for more than one reason. Pinning of the front
CdTe Fermi level at the conduction band minimum would cause the overall barrier to interface
recombination to be reduced. FTO has the least favorable band alignment of any of the SnO2
materials examined by photoemission; this is likely due to charged surface states in addition to any
bulk material properties. This appears to be partially corrected by some of the SnO2-based HRT
layers with intermediate carrier concentration. Further correction can be made by sublimated CdS,
which has an intermediate carrier concentration and near-ideal band alignment with CdTe.
The oxygenated CdS has a very low carrier concentration, and requires an effective HRT in
order to make strong diodes with maximal open-circuit voltage, fill factor, and efficiency. It can be
tuned to have an appropriate conduction band offset, or an excessive positive offset which creates
a pronounced kink in the J-V curve. (Mg,Zn)O is similar in many ways to oxygenated CdS – it
has low absorption in the solar spectrum, its conduction band position (and bandgap) can be tuned
by changing its composition, it has very low carrier concentration. These characteristics allow
for fabrication of high-efficiency devices. A surprising result of this material is that it does not
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require an HRT; the most logical explanation for this is that it passivates the charged defects at the
TCO interface more effectively. It also has practical advantages over oxygenated CdS. It does not
contain sulfates which are typically very sensitive to water and can decompose under the electron
beam of a transmission electron microscope, it can be tuned by varying the MgO/ZnO ratio in
the sputter target which is simpler and more repeatable than maintaining a small flow of reactive
oxygen, particularly in a large industrial application, and it seems to have superior adhesion to the
substrate. In all, this material appears to be the most promising advanced front contact for use in
the future.
5.3. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The roadmap of the thin-film photovoltaics program at CSU involves a series of steps shown
in Figure 5.2. The first step, moving from the baseline device on the left to the middle dia-
gram, involves this front contact effort and work on the back contact of the solar cell. As this
work has accomplished the objective of a transparent front contact, future work could focus on
further improvements to boost the transmission of the superstrate and front contact even higher:
high-mobility TCO’s, advanced antireflection coatings on both surfaces of the glass, and advanced
glasses which could be ultra-thin, flexible, and tolerate higher temperature processing.
Further ahead, more complete current collection will enable the second advance of the roadmap,
which is moving to multiple thin-film polycrystalline junctions in tandem. Tandem solar cells al-
low different materials to absorb different parts of the solar spectrum, collecting more energy from
high-energy photons in the process. The top, high bandgap cell collects the most energy in this ar-
rangement; therefore maximal transmission of high-energy photons as demonstrated in this project
























FIGURE 5.2. A future roadmap which involves going from a) the baseline device
to b) a device with improved contact properties to c) a tandem multi-junction, thin-
film cell for much higher efficiency.
full understanding of both front and back contacts of the cell, and it has been demonstrated here
that contact materials can be tuned to match the absorber properties.
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A.1. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The photoelectric effect is the excitation of an electron in a material by a photon with sufficient
energy to allow it to escape the material. The photon must have an energy greater than the work
function of the material, which is typically a few electron volts (refer to Figure 1.3). Electrons in
materials can occupy atomic states all the way from the lowest core electrons to the valence and
conduction bands. When these electrons are excited by a photon with sufficient energy, they can be
ejected from the material. Most of these electrons will be scattered by the material itself; some will
escape elastically and their kinetic energy will be given by Equation 6, where hν is the energy of
the photon, EB is the binding energy of the state which is being measured, and φ is a work function
value which depends on the sample and spectrometer [89].
(6) KE = hν −EB −φ
If the kinetic energy of these materials can be accurately measured, then with the proper calibra-
tion the binding energy of the state from which the electron came can be determined. This allows
for a great deal of chemical and electronic information to be discerned. Electrons in the core states
have energies characteristic of the atoms they came from; these energy levels are mostly indepen-
dent of chemical bonding but not completely. As an example, two peaks that are close together
could be identified as the 2p orbital of a specific metal, with one the metallic state and one from a
surface oxide.
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The electrons in lower core orbitals are bound tightly and require hundreds to thousands of eV
to escape the material. Therefore, soft X-rays on the order of 1 keV are useful for probing these
states. In typical laboratory systems, x-ray tubes using Al Kα or Mg Kα radiation are used. These
have photon energies of 1486.6 eV and 1256.3 eV, respectively. The distance these x-rays can
travel into a material depends on a number of factors including the angle of incoming light, the
material, and the photon energy itself. An attenuation length of 50-100 eV is typical. The actual
signal also depends on electrons being able to escape without losing energy via scattering; this
distance, called the electron inelastic mean free path (IMFP), is closer to 2 nm and therefore makes
photoelectron spectroscopy highly surface sensitive [90].
For valence states, a lower energy photon may be used. Helium produces Iα and IIα radi-
ation which have photon energies of 21.21 eV and 40.81 eV. Lower energy electrons excited by
these photons have even smaller IMFP’s, about 0.5 nm. This makes ultraviolet photoelectron spec-
troscopy, or UPS, extremely sensitive to surface contamination, with even monolayers having a
strong impact on experimental results [91].
A.2. SAMPLE PREPARATION
In order to prepare the cleanest possible samples, it is critical to begin with the cleanest possible
substrates. A process was developed which first cleans the samples in isopropyl alcohol to partially
remove organic residue, followed by ultrasonic cleaning in a solution of Micro-90, an alkaline
surfactant. This is followed by a thorough rinse and ultrasonic cleaning in deionized water. To
minimize residue from drying, a Marangoni drying process was implemented. In this process,
ultrahigh purity nitrogen gas saturated with isopropyl alcohol flows over the surface of the water,
while the water is slowly allowed to drain from the sonicator. The dissolution of isopropyl alcohol
into the water creates a surface tension gradient which physically pulls the water away from the
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substrate surface and dramatically reduces the thickness of water that is left to dry and contaminate
the surface [92, 93].
FIGURE A.1. Several tools are needed to prevent air exposure of samples for pho-
toelectron spectroscopy measurements. a) A glove box was constructed which at-
taches to the ARDS load lock and allows samples to be extracted under nitrogen
flow. b) An aluminum container with o-ring seal can be used to transfer the sample
to the main glove box. c) The sample can be extracted and cut to size in the main
glove box, where it is attached to the custom-made XPS sample holder.
Clean substrates were placed onto the end effector of the ARDS which was itself thoroughly
cleaned. The glass was heated in the substrate heater of the ARDS under vacuum and allowed to
cool in vacuum. Figure A.1 shows equipment used to minimize contamination of the sample. A
small glove box was designed and constructed which fits on the extension of the ARDS load lock.
The end effector can extend into this extension. The glove box is purged with ultrahigh purity
nitrogen and sealed, and the load lock is clamped shut and vented with nitrogen, as the nitrogen
vents into the glove box, a door can be opened and the sample can be extracted. The sample is then
placed in a small machined aluminum container with a dovetail o-ring seal which was designed to
hold a standard-size sample with minimum space.
This box is sealed with lid which is screwed tight and immediately transfered to the main glove
box in the lab which is maintained below 1 ppm of oxygen and water. In this main glove box, the
sample is cut to an appropriate size for mounting to the XPS sample holder (approximately 10 x 15
mm). This holder was constructed from aluminum with copper clips that screw tight so as to avoid
the typical adhesive tape used for XPS samples at CSU. This sample is kept in the main glove
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box until it must be transferred to the main campus for XPS measurement. Immediately prior to
transport the sample is put in a sealed plastic container.
At the XPS system, the load lock is vented, the plastic container is opened, and the sample is
transferred. The sample is exposed to air for approximately 10 seconds.
A.3. PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS
The kinetic energy is measured in the photoemission system at CSU via a hemispheric ana-
lyzer. This type of analyzer has two concentric metal hemispheres. The emitted electrons enter the
detector tangentially and are deflected by a bias difference between the hemispheres. Typically, to
keep the energy resolution of the measured electrons relatively constant, the electrons are retarded
to a pass energy prior to entry. On the other side of the detector, the position at which the electrons
arrive can be measured, allowing the kinetic energy to be inferred.
Of course, inferring the binding energy implies that the initial excitation energy is known accu-
rately. X-rays emitted from a tube have a natural broadening; this can be reduced by a monochro-
mator which diffracts photons of a very specific energy. For the x-ray analyses in this work Al
Kα radiation was used exclusively, which has a linewidth of 0.85 eV, but was monochromated to
reduce this value. The ultraviolet radiation has the advantage of having a linewidth of only a few
meV, which is crucial for measurements of work function, electron affinity, etc. in which 1 eV is a
very large difference.
A.4. ULTRAVIOLET SOURCE INSTALLATION
The existing system used for photoelectron spectroscopy measurements had an x-ray source
but no source of UV light. UV sources were compared and the PREVAC UVS40A2 was selected
for installation onto the PHI 5800 system. A UV source consists of a chamber in which a helium
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plasma is excited to emit the Iα and IIα radiation. Because all known materials are highly absorb-
ing at this photon energy, a windowless arrangement must be used in which there is a direct line
of site from the plasma to the measurement sample. Because the sample must remain in ultra-high
vacuum, a dual-stage pumping system with a long capillary limits the leak rate from the UV source
to the main chamber. The first stage directly pumps on the plasma chamber. Here, an oil-based
rotary vane mechanical pump was used with a zeolite trap to prevent backstreaming of oil into
the system. In this plasma chamber there is an aperture at the front leading to a second volume.
This volume is pumped with a turbomolecular pump. A small aperture at the end of a long tube
in this system allows the light to be transmitted to the sample while minimizing leak rate to the
main chamber. Typically, the system base pressure is near 1 ·10−9 Torr, and rises to approximately
5 ·10−8 Torr while helium is flowing. This is comparable to the effect of using the argon ion gun
for sputter cleaning and depth profiling of the sample, and is low enough for measurement.
In order to accomodate all the requirements of the ultraviolet source, a pumping system, cool-
ing water system, helium supply system, and power supply were installed along with the source
in the XPS facility. These systems can be seen in Figure A.2. The pumping system is a rack
which contains the mechanical first-stage pump as well as the backing pump for the turbomolec-
ular pump, the turbomolecular pump (visible in figure) and controller. A UHV tube connects the
second stage to the UV source along with a ultra-high vacuum isolation valve. A UHV valve also
attaches the first-stage line and can isolate it when not in use to prevent contamination of the XPS
environment. A z-axis bellows allows the capillary to be placed 25-50 mm from the sample during
operation; when not in use, it can be retracted away to prevent damage. To operate the system,
the first and second stages are opened to the pumping systems, and the leak valve (visible at top
of UV source) is turned until the desired pressure is reached. A leak rate which creates a pressure
of 13-14 mTorr measured at the mechanical pump is the minimum pressure needed to ignite a
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FIGURE A.2. a) The UV source system consists of 1: a pumping system with first-
stage, foreline, and turbomolecular pumps; 2: A chiller with cooling lines, 3: a UV
source with helium line and leak valve. b) An image of the UV source shows the
leak valve on top with isolation valves and z-axis bellows.
plasma and this value was used for this work. The power supply was kept at 80 mA current which
corresponded to a voltage of 0.52 kV.
Unlike with the x-ray source, the beam has a visible component and this could be used to help
align the beam to measure roughly the same spot as the x-ray measurements. The beam size is
approximately 2 mm so the beam was kept near the center of samples to prevent signals from
adjacent materials.
A.5. DATA ANALYSIS
XPS spectra were typically analyzed for chemical composition in the PHI Multipak program.
Initially a survey scan is performed to look for any unexpected elements beyond those in the
material and adventitious carbon. Then, high-resolution scans of the peaks are performed and
with Shirley background subtraction used to accurately calculate the area below each peak. The
program uses known sensitivity factors to produce relative atomic concentrations of the elements.
In some cases, peaks were fit manually in the IGOR program. To normalize the SO2−x and
S2− peaks in Figure 4.1, the total area under both peaks was normalized to create an accurate
comparison. Then the relative peak heights could be used to determine the relative composition.
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To analyze UPS spectra, a program was written in the R programming language to import data
and fit important values. Its ouput is shown in Figure A.3. This program converts the energy
scale to kinetic energy from the binding energy scale produced by the program (which assumes
a photon energy of 1486.6 eV). The peak at the low-KE portion of the spectrum, part b), is the
secondary electron cutoff. The energy value of the cutoff is found by fitting three lines to the
data and finding the middle of the segment of the center line between the two intersections. If the
system energy calibration were exactly correct, this would give the workfunction of the material;
however, precise calibration is not needed for this analysis since the Fermi level will provide a
binding energy reference. Plot c) shows the valence band maximum region. The VBM energy
location can be found by fitting lines to the two straight regions of the plot; for a material known
to be n-type this should be below the Fermi level by approximately the bandgap energy. Finally,
the Fermi level can be found and should have a kinetic energy comparable to the He Iα photon
energy. This can again be fit by three lines, with the midpoint of the center line segment as EF . For
non-degenerately doped materials the density of states at the Fermi level is zero or close to zero,







































FIGURE A.3. a) The spectrum is calibrated to kinetic energy scale, and b) the sec-
ondary electron cutoff value, c) the valence band maximum, and d) the Fermi level
are fit.
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